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ABSTRACT
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Scanning Evanescent Wave Lithography for Sub-22nm Generations

Current assumptions for the limits of immersion optical lithography include NA
values at 1.35, largely based on the lack of high-index materials. In this research we have
been working with ultra-high NA evanescent wave lithography (EWL) where the NA of
the projection system is allowed to exceed the corresponding acceptance angle of one or
more materials of the system. This approach is made possible by frustrating the total
internal reflection (TIR) evanescent field into propagation. With photoresist as the
frustrating media, the allowable gap for adequate exposure latitude is in the sub-100 nm
range. Through static imaging, we have demonstrated the ability to resolve 26 nm halfpitch features at 193 nm and 1.85 NA using existing materials. Such imaging could lead
to the attainment of 13 nm half-pitch through double patterning. In addition, a scanning
EWL imaging system was designed, prototyped with a two-stage gap control imaging
head including a DC noise canceling carrying air-bearing, and a AC noise canceling
piezoelectric transducer with real-time closed-loop feedback from gap detection. Various
design aspects of the system including gap detection, feedback actuation, prism design
and fabrication, software integration, and scanning scheme have been carefully
considered to ensure sub-100 nm scanning. Experiments performed showed successful
gap gauging at sub-100 nm scanning height. Scanning EWL results using a two-beam
interference imaging approach achieved pattern resolution comparable to static EWL
imaging results. With this scanning EWL approach and the imaging head developed,
optical lithography becomes extendable to sub-22 nm generations.
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1. LITHOGRAPHY: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
1.1 Projection optical lithography: an overview
Lithography represents a complex process of defining and transferring miniature
circuit patterns from design templates to real devices. It has been essential to the
advancement of semiconductor devices ever since its inception [1], [2]. While
semiconductor manufacturing aims to produce devices with more functionality, faster
speed, greater packing density and lower power consumption etc., these attributes closely
rely on what lithography can deliver: minimum line-width. To date, optical lithography
has been the workhorse for semiconductor manufacturing [3], [4]. Compared to other
patterning techniques such as imprint lithography, X-ray lithography, and electron beam
lithography, optical lithography offers the advantages of higher information transfer per
bit, cost-effectiveness, defect-free large area patterning, and robust infrastructure.
In 1971, Intel released its first ever microprocessor, the Intel 4004, containing
2300 transistors on an area of 12 mm2. The 10 µm optical lithography process relied on
physically cutting sheets of Rubylith into thin strips to lay out the circuits to be printed.
Now 40 years later, Intel announced its 32 nm process 10-Core Xeon Westmere-EX
microprocessor counting 2.6 billion transistors on an area of 512 mm2. Starting with
contact/proximity lithography, optical lithography has transitioned through 14 technology
nodes in a span of almost 50 years decreasing from 10 µm half-pitch to 32 nm [5], [6].
State-of-the-art water immersion projection lithography, which employs a 193 nm ArF
excimer laser source with 1.35 NA catadioptric projection optics, prints minimum
features around 40 nm [7].
1

Figure 1: Imaging configuration of a simplified "6f" projection system used in optical lithography with
Kőhler illumination.

A simplified version of a projection lithography system, depicted in Figure 1, can
be represented as five components: a light source, illumination optics, a mask with design
pattern, projection/collection optics and a photodetector. In Köhler illumination setting,
the image transformation/reduction takes place by imaging the mask pattern onto the
detector plane while the source is focused onto the pupil plane. Under the realm of
Fourier Optics, such system is well characterized by approximating light propagation in
the Fraunhofer region [8], [9]. The physical limitation on imaging resolution is governed
by the Rayleigh criterion [10], [11], which describes the system as diffraction limited
R  k1


NA

(1.1)

where R is the critical dimension (CD), λ is the illumination wavelength, and k1
represents the process capability and has a lower limit of 0.25 for incoherent illumination.
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Over the years, the physics behind the Rayleigh criterion has been guiding the
development of projection lithography system. Source wavelength scaling has been
observed from mercury g-line (436 nm) illumination down to ArF 193 nm. Research in
157 nm F2 laser source lithography was once intense, but failed due to a lack of suitable
optics and photosensitive resist materials at this wavelength [12]. On the other hand, the
advancement in lens making and design enabled higher-NA optics to be made. The NA
limitation on a dry projection system was then overcome by the introduction of water
immersion lithography at the lens/resist interface. Further development in high index
liquid (HIL) lithography which promises >1.35 NA proves to be difficult because of the
demanding requirement on not only the fluid, but also a drastic change in projection lens
material and resist film stack [13]. The third factor, known as k1, describes the process
manufacturability. Various resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) have been
developed including phase shift mask (PSM) [14], optical proximity correction (OPC)
[15], off-axis illumination (OAI) [16], customized polarization [17], source mask
optimization (SMO) [18], and design for manufacturability (DFM) [19].
Referencing the typical projection systems used in optical lithography in Figure 1
provides another way to look at the developments/innovations that take place at the
component level:
1. Source: As NA reached its limit at a given wavelength, lens and tool design shifts
to shorter wavelength to extend imaging resolution. This has led to the switch
from mercury lamp wavelengths to excimer laser wavelengths at 248 nm and
193nm successively. Excimer lasers are pulsed premixed-gas laser light sources
that are well suited for lithography applications because of their power scalability
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[20]. The key matrices in evaluating its performance are power output, spectral
bandwidth, stability and reliability. A state-of-the-art 193 nm excimer laser using
an ArF gas premix operates with 6 kHz repetition rate, 90W average power, 0.3
picometer bandwidth and lifetime over 2 billion cycles [21]. Although excimer
laser development is likely to peak at 1.35 NA immersion lithography, continued
improvement is expected in the area of source stability and productivity to
maximize process control budgets in double patterning processes.
2. Illumination optics: Traditionally, illumination optics aim to shape and position
the effective light source and provide uniform illumination on the mask while
preserving angular distribution. More recently, various RETs have been
incorporated in the design of the illuminator, leading to the development of
customized source diffractive optical element (DOE) [22], polarization control
[23], and programmable illuminator FlexRay [24].
3. Mask: The pattern template defines the magnified (typically 4X) layer design
geometry and requires defect-free precision. Any residual mask-error is likely to
deteriorate image contrast and post CD violations through mask error
enhancement factor (MEEF) [25]. Most commonly comprised of graded CrOxNy
composite thin film on a transparent glass substrate, the photomask evolved from
binary (two levels of intensity) to attenuated phase shift mask (a-PSM) which
allows a significant amount of intensity through the dark regions with a 180°
phase shift [26]. The benefit of allowing phase-shifted transmittance through the
dark feature is to suppress the zero diffraction order and enhance the first order,
which improves image contrast manifested through normalized image log slope
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(NILS). The strong alternating phase-shift mask (alt-PSM) proposed by Levenson
[14] had the potential for nearly doubling resolution and extending depth of focus
(DOF), but eventually found limited use in manufacturing due to difficulty in
mask design (phase conflicts and imbalance) and manufacturing [27]. The latest
mask technology development has switched to the computational arena to provide
a rigorous 3D mask description integrated in lithographic modeling [28].
4. Projection optics: The heart of any optical lithography system, the projection lens,
images the relief pattern on the mask into the resist-coated wafer with appropriate
reduction. Optics complexity has been increasing steadily over time, leading to
larger NA (up to 1.35NA) and extremely low aberrations (wavefront RMS < 10
mλ). State-of-the-art projection optics consists of more than 30 lens elements
including at least 6 flexible lenses. Catadioptric lens design becomes essential in
order to contain size and cost while keeping the image field flat [29]. Lately a new
wavefront manipulator named FlexWave has been introduced in the ASML 1950i
scanner to fine-tune wavefront using a local heating element [30].
5. Image detector: For the most part, the image detector used in optical lithography
requires two primary functions: faithfully record the latent optical intensity
distribution; and transfer such distribution from the detector to the substrate. For
this purpose, conventional photoresists (photopolymeric etch resistant materials)
are composed of multiple components wherein a base resin material is modified in
terms of solubility upon photochemical reactions, followed by solvent
development and transfer etch [31]. Photoresist chemistry evolved with each
device generation, and major changes took place when the illumination source
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shifted to a lower wavelength [32]. Modern chemically amplified resists (CAR)
utilize a photosensitizing photoacid generator (PAG) to deblock the polymer resin
in an acid-catalyzed chemical amplification reaction at elevated temperature [33].
Polymethacrylates bearing acid-labile ester functionality and an alicyclic pendant
group have become a major foundation for the design of positive 193 nm resists
[34]. Moving forward, CAR is facing physical challenges at sub-22 nm device
nodes trading off resolution (R) for line-edge-roughness (L) and sensitivity (S),
known as the RLS trade-off [35], [36]. Acid diffusion that occurs at the postexposure bake (PEB) step induces stochastical effects and photon shot-noise and
may eventually limit the use of CAR at advanced device nodes including EUV
[37]. Development efforts are underway to find non-chemically amplified
inorganic resists [38], [39].
Despite all the research and development efforts in the fields, the conventional
scaling trend in optical projection lithography ended with 1.35 NA water immersion
lithography. This was due to a combination of factors including physical limit in
projection lithography resolution, material challenges at shorter-wavelengths and higher
NA, technological and economic justifications compared to competitive technologies.
The lithography community decided to find substitutes to projection lithography which
led to the development of double patterning lithography (DPL) and next generation
lithography (NGL) [5].
1.2 Double patterning: a successor to projection optical lithography
In many ways, double patterning lithography was adopted by the industry not by
choice but due to lack of options succeeding 1.35 NA single exposure systems [40].
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Extreme ultra violet lithography (EUVL) which promises ultimate resolution failed to
mature in time for the 32 nm and 22 nm nodes, suggesting the use of existing methods to
enable production [41].
Initially proposed as a double-exposure double-etch process where one or more
sacrificial hardmask layers are used to print the first patterning mask, DPL is double the
trouble and poses challenges in cost of ownership and process control [42]. Various
forms of DPL exist including litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE), litho-freeze-litho-etch
(LFLE), self-aligned spacer double patterning (SADP), dual-tone development (DTD)
and double exposure (DE) [43]. The details of each DPL approaches are surveyed in
chapter 2. DPL effectively breaks the diffraction limit of 0.25 k1 by doubling the spatial
frequency through either two exposures or side-wall spacer formation. The realistic net
gain in logic chip manufacturing is expected to be around 30% due to the splitting of
conflicts in a complex chip layout. Taking the current state-of-the-art optical lithography
resolution limit at 40 nm, double patterning is capable of printing logic circuits down to
28 nm. More aggressive scaling is possible with gridded design rules (GDRs) which can
extend DPL to the 22 nm node, although some forms of triple patterning may have been
used to pattern critical layers such as poly gate.
1.3 NGL: beyond 22 nm node
DPL is not capable of meeting the resolution requirement below the 22 nm node.
A few candidates have been identified by the international technology roadmap for
semiconductors (ITRS) including EUVL, 193 nm immersion lithography + multiple
patterning, maskless lithography (ML2), nanoimprint lithography (NIL), 193 nm
immersion lithography + directed self-assembly (DSA) [44]. Each technology promises
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opportunities to pattern smaller features but also faces significant technological and
engineering challenges [45].
1.3.1 EUV lithography
EUVL has been widely regarded as the most popular NGL choice [46]. Using the
13.5 nm wavelength, the ultimate resolution is mainly limited by the interaction volume
in the photoresist. Given a 0.25 NA and a moderate 0.6 k1, 32 nm CD is attainable.
Further process and illumination improvements can reduce the k 1 factor to values closer
to 0.5. Increased numbers of reflective multi-layer dielectric mirrors help increase system
NA, but also put higher requirements on the source power because each mirror has only
up to 70% reflectivity.

Figure 2. A schematic of the main components of an EUV lithography system [47].

Figure 2 illustrates the main components of an EUV lithography system [47]. Its
design differs from conventional projection lithography in four major areas: laser
produced plasma (LPP) or discharge produced plasma (DPP) source, multi-layer pseudo8

Bragg reflecting optics and reticle, vacuum environment, and resist chemistry. The latest
ASML NXE: 3100 pre-production EUV tool exhibits 27 nm resolution and features 6
mirrors, 0.25 NA optics with a conventional 0.8σ illumination, and 4.0 nm dedicatedchuck overlay (DCO), 60 wafer-per-hour throughput and 10 mJ/cm2 resist sensitivity
[48]. Although these are significant improvements, critical issues remain to be addressed
in three areas: reliable high power source, resist meeting RLS trade-offs, and a defectfree reticle [49], [50]. It remains unclear whether or not these issues can be solved in a
timely manner while other competing patterning techniques get ready for sub-22 nm
production. A combination of EUV lithography with some forms of DPL may be required
to meet the resolution targets.

1.3.2 193 nm immersion lithograph + multiple patterning
Multiple patterning lithography (MPL) is the next conceptually straightforward
extension to DPL [51]. An example of a quadrupole patterning aerial image is shown in
Figure 3. Frequency multiplication can be achieved by splitting the pattern more than
once, followed by a series of exposures and processing. These exposure and processing
steps may take the form of: a. multiple exposures and etches (LE)n, where n is an integer
greater than 2; b. multiple exposures and freezes (LF) n, where n is an integer greater than
2; and c. a multiple cascade of spacer process, i.e. spacer on spacer [52]. In addition, a
mix-and-match strategy is also possible; this involves more than one conventional double
patterning technique, e.g. LE+SADP. This gives extra degrees of freedom in optimizing
the process and minimizing cost. It has been shown that overlay budget is not tightened in
multiple patterning processes when compared to the double patterning scenario [53].
Recently, a self-aligned triple patterning (SATP) process has been proposed to pattern 15
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nm half-pitch by keeping the mandrel lines and adding the second spacers [54]. Despite
various process schemes, the key challenge remains in engineering tighter process control
and justifying process complexity and cost. It is also a non-trivial issue for electronic
design automation (EDA) tools to come up with manufacturable layout decomposition
[55].

Figure 3. Illustration of quadruple pitch division by multiple patterning. Aerial image with intensity above
the threshold is recorded in the photoresist. Subsequent exposures are done by shifting the mask 1/Nth of
the original pitch.

1.3.3 Maskless lithography
While many forms of maskless lithography (ML2) exist such as focused-ion-beam
(FIB) lithography [56], dip-pen lithography [57] and zone-plate-array lithography [58],
the most commonly used is electron-beam lithography (EBL). EBL is attractive to high
resolution chip making because of the short electron wavelength and corresponding high
resolution. However, single beam EBL relies on a serial writing process which led to
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extremely slow writing speed and high cost, limiting its application in high-end
photomask and research prototyping [59].

Figure 4. Principles of electron beam lithography including multiple EBL [60].

Recently, the lithography community decided to invest in multiple electron beam
lithography (MEBL) to improve the throughput of the direct-write systems. Key design
challenges include simultaneously coordinating thousands of beams in terms of their
placement, size, and dose, managing individual beam defects and achieving gray-tone
exposure [60]. Three major system structures have been studied by Mapper, reflective
electron beam lithography (REBL), and projection maskless lithography (PML2), shown
in Figure 4. While Mapper relies on a multiple micro-column array, REBL and PML2
both rely on a multi-beam projection system with REBL implementing a reflecting
blanking device [61–63]. Each technology is still magnitude away from the required
throughput in terms of the multitude of beams even with tool clustering. The low voltage
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individual electron beam due to multi-beam splitting may induce stronger forward
scattering which limit the resolution.
1.3.4 Nanoimprint lithography

Figure 5. Schematic of the originally proposed NIL process [64].

NIL is another attractive patterning method in terms of its high resolution and low
cost. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the originally proposed NIL process [64]. By
mechanically deforming the imprint resist, the patterns are transferred from the template
(mold) to the resist. Subsequent processes include heat or UV curing and proper release
between the template and resist. This has led to the development of a step-and-flash
imprint lithography (SFIL) process [65]. The resolution, however, still relies on other
patterning techniques to generate the template. Similar to any contact printing process,
key concerns to NIL need to be addressed including 1X patterning, alignment, defect
control and repair, production-level throughput, template patterning and template
lifetime. The method is more likely to find applications in niche markets such as
patterned media, photonics and biology.
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1.3.5 193 nm immersion lithography + directed self-assembly
Block copolymer based directed self-assembly (DSA) is the latest addition to
NGL candidates due to its high resolution (10 nm), cost effectiveness, scalability and
recently found compatibility with 193 nm lithography [66]. It relies on microphase
segregation of two immiscible molecular blocks into microdomains to reduce the
interfacial energy, forming periodic nanostructures such as lamellar, cylinder and spheres
[67]. It became an attractive lithography technology when it was found that high
frequency line patterns occur by subdividing larger scale lithographic structures into sublithographic units by either topographic pre-patterning (graphoepitaxy) or chemical prepatterning [68–70]. Much of the development has been focused on study and control of
the defect density due to inherent polymer phase defects [71]. More applications of the
technology can be found in other aspects of microelectronics such as memory, nanowires
and novel materials [72].

1.3.6 A reflection on NGL: call for regular design
No matter which technology, if any becomes a contender for NGL, significant
amount of development and innovation is required. EUVL, still the most likely option,
but has been delayed for two lithography nodes and may already be too late to print 16
nm half-pitch with single exposure. ML2 has a big problem with throughput even with
tool clustering, making it cost-inhibitive. NIL is battling with defect control but may find
greater applications in patterned media. DSA is still early in exploration phase and hard
to predict. MPL sees no technology roadblocks but path toward integration is
challenging. As a result, sub-22 nm lithography remains an open question.
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Figure 6. An example of Intel‟s SRAM poly gate layer design at 90nm (left) and 45 nm (right) [73].

Layout design is another area that cannot be ignored when considering NGL. For
example, both MPL and DSA rely on 193 nm immersion lithography to generate a base
template. The design and quality of the templates determines how to implement the pitch
division technologies. The reality that designers have to follow lithography rules to yield
a manufacturable design requires one to evaluate NGL not only from the technology and
process viewpoints but also from design. For example, complex logic designs yield more
decomposition conflicts than memory chips, making DPL more difficult for CPU chips
[74]. The current trend in design rule evolution is so called gridded design rules (GDRs)
where the layout structures become ultra-regular [75]. Figure 6 shows how Intel‟s SRAM
poly design evolved from conventional 2D 90 nm to nearly GDR layout architecture at 45
nm [73]. The key benefit of such regular design is the ease of 1D patterning and scaling
compared to 2D due to proximity effect [76]. Even with EUVL, which is less prone to
proximity effect due to its high k1, GDRs are attractive especially considering the
possibility of a mix-and-match methodology between EUVL and DPL.
Consequently, large field ultra-regular 1D patterning technique becomes highly
desirable for template patterning, followed by additional pitch division and trimming
steps [77].
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1.4 Interference lithography: a NGL not on the roadmap?
Interference lithography (IL) is well suited for patterning 1D regular line-andspace structures [78–81]. It has been used in many non-IC repetitive patterning
applications such as optical gratings [82], photonic crystals [83], and wire grid polarizers
[84]. Differing from a conventional projection stepper/scanner, interference lithography
produces periodic patterns by the coherent interference of multiple coherent laser beams.
Analogous to dipole imaging in a projection system, interference lithography represents a
system‟s ultimate resolution limit with high contrast and DOF. A k1 of 0.25 is generally
assumed on such systems by applying suitable RETs such as phase shift mask and
favorable polarization state.
Over the years, interference lithography has been on and off the ITRS roadmap
many times, the most recent be in year 2009 [85]. The technology has been extensively
studied and demonstrated academically but never seriously considered for high volume
manufacturing (HVM) in the semiconductor industry. Some of the biggest question
marks for the technology include (a). turning line-and-space gratings into working
circuits; (b). printing large field size; and (c). high resolution IL printing less than 36 nm
half-pitch (equivalent to 1.35 NA).
1.5 Research motivation
As discussed above, traditional technological scaling trend in optical lithography
has failed beyond the 32 nm node. This presents both great challenges and opportunities
for new technologies. The lithography community is pursuing multiple paths in terms of
developing NGL. On the other hand, the general trend observed is the use of ultra-regular
layer design combined with some forms of innovation, e.g. 193 nm immersion + DSA,
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and 193 nm immersion + DPL/MPL. This combinational patterning approach can be
characterized with two parts: “template” + “manipulation”. While none of the NGL is
optical, the templating technology is likely to remain optical lithography. Improvements
can be made at both the “template” and the “manipulation”. It is therefore the objective of
this thesis to improve the “template” using existing materials and infrastructure.
Optical interference lithography is a great platform for templating with its merits
and limitations stated in the previous section. To compete with 1.35 NA immersion
projection lithography as the templating technology, the most fundamental requirement
for IL is to have NA above 1.35, namely printing smaller patterns. The high spatial
frequency information stored in the evanescent field upon TIR, which doesn‟t exist in
traditional projection lithography, is explored in this thesis. Upon frustrating the
evanescent field with a nm-scale air/fluid gap, photons tunnel through this gap and
interfere at the photoresist to form high NA patterns. This new imaging approach,
evanescent wave lithography, differs from traditional projection lithography in breaking
the constraint that NAsystem < NAmaterial, greatly relaxing material requirement. Once the
imaging theory is established, the technical challenge becomes to control and gauge such
nm-scale gap with tight tolerance, which is the heart and soul of this thesis. We first
carried out experiments in demonstrating static imaging with various gap fluids and NAs
to study the interdependence among various imaging-related parameters to determine the
optimum imaging conditions. For the technology to be useful in real-world
manufacturing as a templating technology, we built a dynamic-scan imaging head with
both passive and active feedback loop to gauge and control the scanning height while
carrying out evanescent wave imaging.
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In summary, none of the NGLs, including EUVL, is ready for sub-22 nm
patterning. In the meantime, the emerging trend of GDRs, line-and-cut DPL, MPL and
DSA presents opportunities for IL and especially evanescent wave lithography as
potential candidates to replace projection lithography as a templating technology. It is not
the objective of this thesis to defend IL as a candidate for NGL, but to present progress
that has been made toward enabling evanescent wave lithography as a templating
technology for its obvious advantage in achieving higher-NA using existing materials and
infrastructure.
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2. INTERFERENCE LITHOGRAPHY: THEORY AND
SCALABILITY
2.1 Interference imaging theory
Interference imaging produces periodic patterns by interfering two or more
coherent laser beams. It differs from projection lithography in a way that not all
diffraction orders and angles are utilized. This eliminates the need for complex
aberration-free lens systems that collect a maximum range of diffraction orders at the
pupil plane. Instead, flexible varying angle mirror systems can be used to achieve the
interference of diffraction orders at the image plane. In some special cases such as dipole
illumination and alt-PSM, the function of a projection system closely resembles that of an
interferometer [86].
Rigorous vector analysis of two-beam and three-beam interference imaging has
been previously performed [87], [88]. Here, we review some key concepts relevant in
answering the questions raised in Chapter 1.
2.1.1 Experimental setup
Interference imaging approaches can be categorized into two classes: wavefront
splitting (interfering two parts of a wavefront) and amplitude splitting (interfering two
amplitude-split wavefronts). In our setup, a fully automated 193 nm Microstepper
“Amphibian” with Talbot type prism amplitude splitting interferometer has been built
previously, shown in Figure 7 [89]. Using a chromeless phase mask, the two-beam
interferometer can have various NA values up to 1.2 depending on the final prism design.
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Beam expander, UV polarizer and Fourier spatial filter are employed to improve the
beam uniformity, polarization state and spatial cleanness, respectively. Reliable 45 nm
half-pitch line-and-space patterns are routinely printed on this system. This tool has been
serving as a low-cost alternative platform to study novel optical phenomena and evaluate
new materials.

Turning
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ArF / KrF excimer
Long temporal and spatial
coherence length
Beam
expander

Shutter

-

Field Stop

Compact line-narrowed excimer
Beam expander for coherence /
uniformity
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600nm PSM “beam-splitter”
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Talbot
control
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Prism lens NA 0.32 to 1.2
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Single
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Figure 7. Schematic of the Smith Talbot interferometric lithography [89].

A bench-top version of this system, based on a similar configuration, is capable of
more degrees-of-freedom and can support higher NA using either quartz or sapphire
prism and high index immersion fluid. The angle of two reflecting mirrors together with
the refractive index of the final lens material determines the system NA. Two setups
including quartz and sapphire prisms are shown in Figure 8. Higher index lens materials
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such as lutetium aluminum garnet (LuAG) has previously been explored; but found
difficult to manufacture and control impurity levels [90].

Figure 8. Schematics of two prisms used in the bench-top system. Left: sapphire prism; Right: quartz halfball prism [87].

2.1.2 Pitch dependence
The final printed pattern resolution on the wafer is dependent on the NA
(n*sin(θ)) achievable with the system. As depicted in Figure 9, larger angle of incidence
(oblique/grazing incidence) leads to finer printed patterns by pushing sin(θ) to its
numerical limit of 1. By adjusting and aligning the turning mirror angles, NA can be
varied to achieve a desired pitch value. The highest NA; however, is limited by the
lowest refractive index of any of the materials in the imaging stack *. This is to guarantee

*

Note: this statement is only valid in the context of far-field imaging. We will see how this requirement
becomes obsolete when considering evanescent imaging in Chapter 3.
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the continuousness of wave propagation in the far-field. Figure 10 shows the typical
imaging stack observed from the final prism down to the substrate.

Figure 9. Pitch dependence on interference angle. Larger angle results in finer repeated patterns.

Taking practical material refractive indices into consideration, see Figure 10, the
lowest refractive index material exists in the gap between the prism and top-coat/resist.
(d1 is on the order of millimeter). This has led to the development of Gen-1 immersion
lithography, by replacing air (n1=1) with water (n1=1.44) as the immersion fluid [91].
Water immersion lithography was successful, but it was only capable of 1.35 NA
imaging. Gen-2 immersion fluids were then intensively investigated aiming at refractive
indices greater than 1.6 to scale NA up to 1.55, required for 32 nm device node. The
exhaustive search identified materials such as decalin, bicyclohexyl, and water additives
as possible candidates [92]. Practical considerations such as refractive index, absorbance,
defectivity, fluid handling and recycling, contamination, viscosity, thermal stability, and
scattering limit, need to be taken into account. This extension would also require using
new high index final lens elements such as LuAG (n=2.14) to replace quartz (n=1.55).
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While no fundamental showstoppers exist for Gen-2 immersion lithography, this
technology was never commercialized because in competing with NGL, the marginal
resolution improvement (14%) hardly justifies the development cost for one device node.

Figure 10. Wave propagation (reflection and refraction) through the imaging stack.

More ambitious development efforts were then devoted to develop Gen-3
immersion fluids with index larger than 1.8 to produce 1.7 NA immersion lithography.
This poses a new array of material challenges (n>1.8) to the entire imaging stack
including final lens, immersion fluids, resist and antireflective coatings [13]. Before the
industry decided to cease Gen-3 immersion lithography development in 2008 (again due
to timing and economic reasons), good progress has been made in developing final lens
material (synthetic LuAG) [90] and high index (>1.9) inorganic resist materials [38],
[39]. However, no Gen-3 fluids have been identified. Fundamental limitation exists in
how much polarity and density can be introduced into organic molecules without
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significantly degrading their transparency [93]. It is possible to add nanoparticles into
solution but it requires extensive nanocomposite understanding [94].
To summarize, the bottleneck in developing high NA (>1.7) immersion
lithography currently lies in the lack of high index fluid material. While interference
lithography shares most of the issues encountered in projection immersion lithography, it
should be noted that the birefringence requirement in projection lens is greatly relaxed in
IL because of the unidirectional TE polarized dipole. For this reason, the otherwise
unsuitable sapphire (birefringence 8×10-3 @193 nm) prism becomes the workhorse for
extremely high NA IL imaging.
2.1.3 Coherence, field size and defects
Due to the lack of well-defined energy level at ground state and short life time at
excitation state, excimer laser is inherently poor in both temporal coherence and spatial
coherence. Linewidth narrowing module consisting of dispersive prisms and gratings
improves temporal coherence by orders of magnitude. State-of-the-art projection system
employs excimer laser source with 0.4 pm linewidth centered at 193 nm. The poor spatial
coherence, on the contrary, is used to the advantage of incoherent imaging to improve
resolution and to avoid interference artifacts such as speckle.
IL poses high requirements on both temporal and spatial coherency [95]. Coherent
IL imaging produces uniform, high contrast patterns across a large field. In our IL setup,
the interference fringe pitch is dependent on the wavelength λ, the refractive index of the
final lens material n, and the incident angle θ which in turn depends on the first order
diffraction angle α and mirror tilt angle β. This relationship is expressed as:
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where pg is the grating pitch. This equation reveals the pitch dependence on the
wavelength. Finite spectral linewidth leads to the interference of two or more pitches in
the aerial image and is detrimental to the field contrast. The resulting beat period L from
the interference of two adjacent wavelengths has been derived as:
L  lc / 2n sin(2 )cos 

(2.2)

where lc is the temporal coherence length. Converting the beat period to more perceivable
contrast, we have field contrast as a function of the distance x from the center field:
Contrast | cos{ x / L}|

(2.3)

The contrast loss as a function of the distance from the center field is plotted in Figure 11.
Depending on the tolerance set on the contrast, the corresponding maximum field size
can be extracted from this plot. Clearly, with higher NA imaging, the maximum printable
field size is likely to decrease.
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Figure 11. Image contrast loss as a function of distance from center of field [96].

The analysis above shows two clear paths to improve the field size. One way is to
improve the temporal coherence of the laser source. Development of sub-200 nm
wavelength solid state laser with 0.05 pm linewidth has been reported [97]. The other
path is to use achromatic design in the interference system configuration. Referring to
Equation 2.1, our setup can completely eliminate chromatic contribution by letting the
reflecting mirror to be perpendicular to the mask (β=0). The downside of doing this is to
sacrifice the flexibility of the variable NA system with a fixed mask grating pitch.
Various other achromatic designs have been reported and it is expected that adequate
field size can be achieved with IL [78], [98], [99].
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Figure 12. Field ringing effect from coherent diffraction from the edge of the circular field stop [96].

The requirement on spatial coherence is more complicated for IL. On one hand,
highly spatial coherent beams are desirable to produce more overlap between interfering
beams especially if there exists a focus offset. On the other hand, high spatial coherence
is likely to introduce field ringing and speckle as the result of undesired random
interference inside the coherent beam [100]. Figure 12 depicts the field ringing effect
observed on the resist image as a result of highly spatial coherent beams diffracted by
circular field stop edge. To remove these interference artifacts, spatial filter as close to
image plane as possible needs to be employed. A beam with impurities (non-plane wave
content, high spatial frequency content, etc.) will not be focused through the properly
sized pinhole. The spatial filter corrects for the hyperbolic phase distortion induced by
spherical wave and reduces field ringing and speckle [101].
2.2 Extending IL to sub-22 nm nodes
2.2.1 IL+DPL/MPL
To date, the highest reported optical IL resolution is 26 nm half-pitch at 193 nm
wavelength [102] and 22 nm half-pitch at 157 nm wavelength [103]. In either case, such
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resolution doesn‟t justify developing IL as a sub-22 nm lithography technology,
especially considering the lack of high index materials in pushing for ultra-high NA.
The development and commercialization of double patterning lithography
provides a viable path to extend IL into sub-22 nm regime. Most forms of DPL rely on
optical projection lithography to create the first image (template) and a subsequent
process step for pitch manipulation. With advanced device nodes, this first template
image is likely to become ultra-regular, a concept called gridded design rules [104],
[105]. The most important requirement for the dense line and space grating template is to
have high contrast and large process window. Compared to projection lithography, IL
produces the highest possible resolution grating of any optical lithography with a contrast
close to 1. DOF, in theory infinite given a coherent source, can be quite large in practice
with improved spatial coherence. In addition, the expensive masks and projection optics
are eliminated in a conventional projection system, reducing the cost significantly. High
index lens materials such as sapphire and LuAG, which are hard to produce in large
diameter high precision projection optics, are once again viable. Troublesome optical
proximity effects, mainly associated with 2D geometry such as line-ends, corners and
pads, are minimized since only dense line and space grating is printed. Various RETs
such as strong phase shift mask and off-axis dipole illumination with optimized
polarization state can now be applied. Since only one duty ratio is defined, iso-dense bias
is not required which simplifies the etch process and modeling. The above-mentioned
advantages associated with IL make it a viable candidate in replacing projection
lithography to image the DPL template. Together with DPL and even MPL, IL is now
extendible to sub-22 nm nodes.
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DPL arises from the fact that diffraction limit acts on the minimum pitch but not
minimum linewidth. Practically, the minimum linewidth is only dependent on the resist
property. Figure 13(a) shows an example of over-exposing a positive-tone resist to a
linewidth well below the half-pitch.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. a. over exposing a positive resist results in line CD well below the half-pitch; b. sinusoidal aerial
image showing different resist/developer threshold level affects the CD. The spatial period pitch remains
the same.

The ability to manipulate the linewidth within a given pitch by thresholding the
sinusoidal intensity distribution gives lithographers an extra option to break the minimum
pitch criterion imposed by the diffraction limit. An example is given in Figure 13(b). The
ideal form of pitch division (double patterning) requires a single exposure with dual tone
development. Negative-tone developer, which dissolves the resist with intensity below
the threshold, is possible for conventional chemically amplified resist [106]. The
photochemically induced de-protection reaction changes the polarity or hydrophobicity of
the resist polymer, which provides opportunity to engineer the developer solvent to have
suitable properties [107]. If the dissolving threshold for the positive alkaline developer
and the negative tone developer is different, pitch division results as only the resist with
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dose in between two thresholds remains. 50 nm half-pitch dense lines were printed at
0.85 NA with this approach [108]. The schematic of the double development approach
and imaging results are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Left: illustration of pitch division through dual tone development process. The area above the
threshold (e) set by the positive-tone developer and below the threshold (f) set by the negative-tone
developer is removed [107]. Right: top-down SEM image of resist pattern with 50 nm 1:1 L/S features
printed by the dual tone development process [108].

An alternative to achieve pitch division is to include a second exposure which
interdigitates the first exposure. The sum of the exposures cannot improve the minimum
pitch limit unless the photoresist response is not a simple addition of the two exposures
(cos2+sin2=1). That is, (

)

(

)

(

). At least two approaches exist. One

is true double exposure, where the engineered resist system responds to exposure nonlinearly. Of the many categories of materials that respond in a non-reciprocal manner to
dose, two have been intensively studied: simultaneous and sequential two-photon
absorption (TPA), and reversible contrast enhancement layer (rCEL) [109], [110].
Since double exposure faces many challenges in designing non-conventional
materials, the other more practical approach called DPL draws the most attention. In this
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approach, the non-linearity in response is not induced photochemically but through an
intermediate step between two exposures to freeze the pattern produced by the first
exposure. Such an intermediate step can be hardmask etching, freezing material coating,
thermal curing, UV curing, ion implantation, and negative tone or positive tone resist
coating, etc. Depending on the nature of this intermediate process step, various DPL
schemes exist including: LELE which corresponds to the hardmask etching approach,
LFLE which requires certain form of freezing step, and freezing free litho-litho-etch
(LLE) based on a resist on resist approach.

Figure 15. Positive-tone double line process (left) and negative-tone double trench process (right) used in a
standard LELE double patterning process [111].

In the LELE approach, the patterned image by the first exposure is transferred and
etched down to a sacrificial hardmask layer. By doing so, the first image is preserved in
the hardmask. The subsequent BARC and resist coating then planarizes the film stack,
followed by the second exposure. After development, the alternating hardmask line by
first exposure and resist line by second exposure doubles the spatial frequency and awaits
the final etch and pattern transfer. CD bias is usually required since the first etch step is
prone to induce CD shrinkage, which in turn put more stringent requirements on process
optimization, modeling and OPC. The process has been demonstrated by many at the
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poly, metal, and contact levels, down to 32 nm half-pitch. The process is slightly different
between double-line (positive, poly) and double-trench (negative, metal). Both process
flows are shown in Figure 15. The major challenge comes from process control including
alignment, interaction between two exposures, and the existence of four CD populations
which complicates the CD uniformity (CDU) control. The alignment error between two
exposures, given a 10% error budget for 32 nm half-pitch, requires less than 3 nm
alignment error. Efforts are being devoted to ensure the requirement is met. The second
exposure, differing from the first exposure in the underlying film stack, inevitably
produces interactions between the two exposures. This interaction is reflected on the CD
mean and CD 3σ of the two exposures. Together with the alignment error, four CD
populations (CDline1, CDline2, CDspace1, CDspace2) exist. Careful tuning of the process and
improvement in alignment are needed to make a mature production level technology.
A similar approach, namely LFLE replaces the hardmask etch step with a freeze
step (chemical crosslinking [112], thermal [113] or UV curing [114], ion implantation
[115]) to preserve the first image. It is likely to be less expensive than the LELE
approach since the wafer does not have to be taken off the litho track for etch. On the
other hand, these systems are generally less robust since the interaction between the first
and second exposures is less understood. Freezing typically grows the line CD and varies
the resist height, which consequently reduces the process window [116].
A more interesting approach, freezing free litho-litho-etch, which eliminates the
intermediate freezing step, makes use of different resist chemistry [117]. In the positivenegative resist on resist scheme, two solvent systems are engineered such that the first
developed image is insoluble in the second solvent. The second negative tone resist
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utilizes the dark mask application to prevent energy overlap between two exposures.
However, negative-tone resist is notorious for its roughness when printing dense lines, as
indicated by L2 in Figure 16(a) [118]. This leads to the design of a positive-positive resist
on resist scheme. The two solvent systems are kept the same as in the positive-negative
approach to minimize chemical impact to the first image. In order to prevent the first
image from being developed by the second developer due to second exposure, the
development rate of the first image is engineered to be extremely slow. This is done by
setting the second PEB temperature to be 20°C less than the first PEB temperature and
using a more photosensitive second resist. Small CD shift is likely to occur but may be
corrected by OPC modeling. Imaging result of 32 nm lines on 128 nm double-pitch is
shown by Figure 16 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. a. 44nm 1:1 L/S pattern obtained by positive and negative tone resists on resist double
patterning. L2, which corresponds to the negative tone resist imaging, shows rough line edge [108]; b. 32
nm on 128 nm double pitch obtained from positive-positive tone resist combination [117].

All the double patterning approaches surveyed so far require two exposures.
Consequently, the associated cost, intermediate freezing step, CD changes due to
interaction between two exposures and alignment errors make these processes expensive
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and difficult. The next approach called SADP, which operates under a totally different
principle, avoids the above-mentioned limits and is being employed in production for 3x
nm flash and DRAM.
The process flow, shown on Figure 17, involves: a. pattern the resist with twice
the target pitch; b. expose or trim resist to 1:3 L/S; c. etch (pattern transfer) to a sacrificial
template; d. form sidewall spacers at desired linewidth with nitride plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD); e. remove the original template; f. use the
frequency doubled sidewall spacer as the hardmask to transfer etch down to the substrate.

Figure 17. Generic process flow and SEM image snapshots for Applied Materials‟ positive tone selfaligned spacer double patterning [119].

A more aggressive processing scheme in extending optical lithography is to
extend DPL to multiple patterning. While lithographers are understandably cautious of
MPL because of the potential high cost and process complexity, not many patterning
choices exist for sub-16 nm imaging. Carlson and Liu recently demonstrated iterated
SADP from 600 nm half-pitch down to 40 nm half-pitch after four iterations [52]. To
mitigate the cascaded pattern deformation due to individual spacer line-width variation
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and sidewall angle, a multi-tiered sacrificial hardmask approach was adopted. Chen et.al.
developed a triple patterning variation of the SADP process to relax the overlay accuracy
requirement of critical layers and reduce their process complexity by using less masks
[54]. As depicted in Figure 18, many other forms of MPL could be developed based on
mix-and-matching existing DPL technologies, but it comes down to engineer the
economically sound solution that produces the most viable process control.
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Figure 18. Detailed process schemes for higher order pitch division. a-c. triple patterning including triple
exposure, LELELE and LFLFLF; d-e. quadruple patterning including iterative spacer and freezing assisted
double spacer; f. mix-and-match process.
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2.2.2 IL+DSA
Recent active research in directed self-assembly offers another insertion point for
IL into sub-22 nm IC manufacturing. In a hybrid imaging scheme called “top-down”
helps “bottom-up”, optical lithography is used to pattern the guiding template to direct
the subsequent self-assembly process of block-copolymer [120], [121]. The orientation
and placement of block-copolymer domains can be directed by topographically or
chemically patterned templates. Therefore, IL becomes a great candidate to generate
high-precision patterns, which is particularly important in the spatial registration and
modulation of microdomains of block copolymers.
Whitesides and Grzybowski define self-assembly as the spontaneous organization
of materials into regular patterns without human intervention [122]. In fact, biology has
abundant examples of complex nano-scale structures (proteins, DNA, peptides, etc.)
formed by self-assembly. Block copolymers consisting of two or more chemically
immiscible molecular blocks have been extensively investigated as an excellent selfassembly material. Upon heating, amorphous block copolymers comprising blocks such
as polystyrene (PS), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(ethylene-alt-propylene)
(PEP), or poly(vinylpyridine) (PVP) microphase segregate into microdomains (5-20 nm
in size) to reduce the interfacial energy, due to the immiscibility of the chemically
distinct constituent blocks and the confinement of covalent bonds. A variety of
morphologies exist ranging from spherical to cylindrical (2D contact holes and vias) to
lamellar (1D line-and-space), by varying the chemistry [123].
To achieve long-range order with the self-assembly process, the substrate needs to
be properly patterned either topographically or chemically. Graphoepitaxy techniques use
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topographic relief features much greater in length scale than the microdomains to induce
single crystallinity which is essential for the epitaxial growth of the overlying block
copolymer film [124]. In general, the graphoepitaxy process can be summarized as: (a).
pre-treating the substrate to provide energetically neutral surface to align the lamellae
perpendicular to the substrate; (b). pattern the substrate with periodic structures so that
the sidewalls of the trenches are selectively wetted; (c). spin-cast the block copolymer
and self-assemble with baking or UV curing; (d). selectively remove one domain by
chemical solution or reactive ion etch (RIE). While defect free microdomains are
expected when the periodicity of microdomains matches the width of the topographic
guiding pattern, high frequencies line patterns occur by subdividing larger scale
lithographic structures into sub-lithographic units. This process is depicted in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Conventional graphoepitaxy DSA process using positive-tone photoresist.

Chemical epitaxy DSA process works on controlling the interfacial interactions
between the block copolymer and chemically nanopatterned surfaces [125]. Compared to
graphoepitaxy, chemical epitaxy DSA process induces higher degrees of ordering
perfection with less surface real-estate but requires additional processing. In a
conventional pattern-first, neutralization-last process, a chemical brush is applied to
neutralize the patterned geometry followed by a lift-off step. This process scheme is
shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Conventional chemical epitaxy DSA process using pattern-first, neutralization approach.

2.2.3 Mask trimming considerations
One difficulty in extending IL to IC manufacturing is to re-work the single
linewidth periodic patterns into usable circuit. While many forms of mix-and-match
exposure schemes have been proposed in the past, it is not until the recent development
of SADP and GDR that draws more attention to develop IL trimming [79], [126].
Bencher et.al. demonstrated various device layouts down to 16 nm using the line-and-cut
approach, shown in Figure 21. As many as 5 additional masks and lithography steps are
required to reroute the IL patterns. In SADP case, for each single line in the original
layout there are two lines formed on both sides (spacers), which ultimately form a closed
loop at the line-ends. An example of closed loop line-ends is given in Figure 22.
Therefore, a second trim mask needs to be applied to open the line-ends. Moreover,
SADP-produced sidewall spacers contain only one linewidth, determined by the sidewall
spacer width. This is often undesirable since circuit designers tend to use multiple linewidths or even complex 2D geometries. A third pad mask is then applied to
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accommodate such needs. Since the trim and pad masks are typically less demanding in
resolution, those lithography steps can be accomplished in a dry scanner from an older
device node to reduce the cost. The overlay situation among the multiple trimming masks
is expected to be critical in advanced device nodes. Sub-3 nm overlay is required if
overlay is assumed to take 20% of the CD budget. Another important consequence of the
multiple mask/litho steps is that sophisticated EDA tool is required to optimize the three
mask combinations.

Figure 21. Upper: SEM snapshots of GDR lines and cuts patterns including 35 nm half-pitch DRAM (left),
32 nm half-pitch SRAM (center) and 22 nm half-pitch SRAM (right); Lower: 26nm half-pitch damascene
trench patterning demonstration for 16nm logic node GDR [127].
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Figure 22. SEM images showing spacer formation after defining the core pattern [128].

2.3 IL limitations and paths towards manufacturing
IL provides an inexpensive, large area, large depth of focus technique for
fabrication of high-resolution periodic nano-scale features. Despite the proposition for
potential template IC patterning, IL found most use in serving as laboratory test-beds for
material evaluation, and limited commercial applications in printing optical gratings and
photonic crystals. The path towards manufacturing integration requires full-field
exposure, resolution enhancement and new circuit design library.
A stable, uniform, high power, long coherence length uniformity solid state laser
source coupled with metrology and possibly adaptive optics design that control fringes
over full-field needs to be developed. Alternatively, scanning beam IL which stitches
together small fields by synchronizing optical phase with stage scan may provide another
path.
IL in high volume manufacturing would need to be capable of NA >1.35. With
the unsuccessful development of high index materials, the resolution enhancement
technique proposed in this thesis, namely perturbing the ultra-high NA evanescent field
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information, may well be the only viable optical approach. The challenge becomes to
design and operate an imaging system in the sub-100 nm near-field scanning mode.
In the hybrid lithography approach where IC patterns are formed by “trimming
and stitching” IL-produced grating pattern, new design library needs to be established to
convert most random 2D structures to regular 1D designs. The associated cost issue,
process complexity, 4 nm trim overlay, and lithography tool matching still remain to be
addressed.
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3. EVANESCENT WAVE LITHOGRAPHY: THEORY
AND STATIC IMAGING
3.1 Introduction
The challenges in achieving >1.35 high NA IL imaging mostly lie in the lack of
non-absorbing high index fluids and lens materials. The need for high index materials to
enable higher NA imaging is based on the assumption of the constant optical invariant
imposed in far-field imaging. This assumption, however, breaks down in near field
imaging when the wafer plane is brought into close proximity to the final lens element.
In this chapter, an approach is described to allow for imaging up to 1.85 NA
using existing lens materials (quartz and sapphire) by employing evanescent wave optical
effects at the imaging plane. The physical limitations of imaging imposed by the
refractive indices of the materials, i.e. optical invariant, were surpassed through the
interference of evanescent waves at near fields. This has allowed for the imaging into
photoresist of half-pitch resolution below lambda/7. A special situation where imaging at
a system numerical aperture above resist refractive index is discussed. Lithography
results are shown using image media including air, water, and a high refractive index
fluid together with systematic gauge control to determine gap requirements and
tolerances to achieve adequate image contrast in resist. Gauging methods include both
optical and mechanical approaches to achieve nm level gap control. It is found that gap
depths as large as 50 nm can be tolerated using this approach, well beyond the levels
associated with alternative high resolution approaches such as those using surface
plasmons [129].
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3.2 Evanescent wave lithography
3.2.1 Total internal reflection and evanescent field
Consider a simple reflection/refraction interface where light is incident from high
index medium to a low index medium, the refracted field is expressed as:

(3.1)

Et  Eot  ei ( kt r t )

If we choose the coordinate system such that
kt  r  ktx  x  kt y  z

(3.2)

ktx  kt sin t , and ktz  kt cos t

(3.3)

It is straightforward to derive

In case of TIR in which the incident angle is above the critical angle, we have
. Employing Snell‟s law

where
and

,
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in Equation (3.3), we get
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. Substituting Equation (3.4) and (3.5) to Equation (3.1) and

(3.2), we get
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(3.6)

In this situation, TIR generates an evanescent field which “propagates” along the
interface but decays exponentially in the z-direction. The decay continues with distance
and would theoretically lead to the existence of the evanescent field at any location, z.
More practically, the penetration depth (dp) is defined as:
dp 


2 nh sin2  nl 2

(3.7)

where the energy in the evanescent field drops to a value of 1/e from that at z=0, defining
its confinement to the sub-wavelength values. For transverse electric polarization (TE),
the evanescent field is transverse to the direction of propagation; while for transverse
magnetic (TM) polarization, separable components have a π/2 phase difference. Though
the amplitude of the evanescent electric field decreases with distance, the average energy
in the field over time is zero.
It should be noted here that TIR is not the only method to generate an evanescent
field. Light incident on a sub-wavelength aperture or a diffractive grating both gives rise
to an evanescent field.
3.2.2 Frustrated total internal reflection
The non-traveling inhomogeneous evanescent field contains the high frequency
information associated with the extremely oblique incident beam. If such information can
be made to travel again, the highest achievable NA is then no longer limited by the
immersion fluid but the final lens element itself. Detection or recording of the evanescent
field is only possible if the field is perturbed into propagation, such as with a media of
higher index, allowing for the escape and propagation of energy from illumination at
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angles beyond critical, a situation called Frustrated total internal reflection (Frustrated
TIR).

Figure 23. Reflection and transmission at a thin, homogenous film.

The classical treatment † of Frustrated TIR has been previously developed by
including the imaginary phase change in Snell‟s law [130]. The reflection and
transmission for a thin, homogenous film (as shown in Figure 23), results in a
transmission coefficient T through the second medium given as:
1/ T   sinh2 y  

(3.8)

y  (d /  )(n12 sin21  n22 )1/2

(3.9)

where

For TE polarized light, which has greater applications in lithography, α and β take on
forms of:

†

Quantum mechanical description of Frustrated TIR is analogous to optical barrier penetration/tunneling
problem characterized by Schrödinger equation.
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Here, n1, n2 and n3 are the refractive index of three media, respectively, d is the thickness
of the second medium, λ is the wavelength and θ 1 is the incident angle. An example is
shown in Figure 24 where the TE transmittance is plotted as a function of varying gap
thickness for different gap refractive indices. This plot indicates both sub-wavelength
(<193 nm) gapping control and high index gapping material to get sufficient light
transmittance into the third medium.

Figure 24. TE transmittance through gap thickness for different gap refractive indices. n 1=1.92, n3=1.7,
λ=193 nm, incident angle at 56° corresponding to 1.6 NA. n 2 is set to vary from 1 to 1.55.
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3.2.3 Simulation study
While the derivation in the previous section yields an analytical solution to the
Frustrated TIR transmission at a single surface, it is difficult to extend this approach to a
situation for multiple absorbing thin films encountered in resist stacks. A multi-film
matrix method [131] was adopted here where each film is represented by a 2×2
characteristic matrix that takes into account the total electric and magnetic field and its
boundary conditions. The resultant transmission or reflection of the system is
characterized by the system matrix which is the product of the individual matrices. Using
this approach, a Matlab program has been created to study the variables that affect
transmission into a multi-film stack. Figure 25 shows the transmission through the
evanescent gap as a function of gap thickness, numerical aperture, resist material and gap
material in a lithographic imaging situation. In order to get the maximum intensity
transfer to the photoresist, it is desirable to have a small gap, a high index non-absorbing
gap material, and a high index resist material. This allows optimization between the
materials and mechanics to achieve adequate throughput. It should also be noted here that
the requirement for high index non-absorbing gap fluid is not the enabling factor
encountered in high-index fluid immersion lithography; it is rather a parameter that helps
relax the gapping requirement if needed.
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Figure 25. Frustrated TIR dependencies on (a) gap thickness, (b) numerical aperture, (c) resist material and
(d) gap material. Simulation conditions are as follows except for the plots where the corresponding
parameters are varied: λ=193 nm; gap thickness d=20 nm; system NA=1.6; incident medium (sapphire)
n1=1.92, k1=0; gap material (air) n2=1.0, k2=0; resist material n 3=1.7, k3=0.04. The only exception is for (c)
where the extinction coefficient is kept at k3=0 when varying the refractive index n3.
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3.2.4 Interference imaging with EWL
A Matlab code called ILSim2 has previously been developed by RIT
nanolithography group to simulate two-beam interference lithography aerial image [132].
Written with the same thin-film matrix approach, this program adds the vector
interference theory to produce imaging results including evanescent field effects. Figure
26 shows the 2-D aerial image at the resist plane with parameters used in interference
EWL where the air gap is set at 20 nm.

Figure 26. ILSim2 simulation on two-beam interference EWL. TE polarized 193 nm laser incident with 1.5
NA from sapphire (n=1.92) through 20 nm air gap on 50 nm thick photoresist (n=1.692, k= 0.042). The
BARC is optimized with 40 nm thickness to minimize reflection.
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3.3 Static imaging approach and results
3.3.1 Experimental setup
A. Exposure Apparatus

Figure 27. A two-beam Talbot interferometer with a two-piece modified prism holder.

A two-beam Talbot interferometer with a modified prism holder was used for the
lithographic exposure, as shown in Figure 27. A detailed description of this system has
been presented earlier [81]. 193nm ArF line-narrowed laser beam is expanded and
linearly polarized. The Chromeless phase grating acts as a beam splitter, and only the 1st
and the -1st diffraction orders are used as the interference waves. The final turning
mirrors, together with the phase grating, define the arrival angle on the wafer. By
changing the impinging angle, the resultant pitch size can be calculated.
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The two-piece modified prism holder

is designed to

house an IR

polished 10x10x10 mm 60° equilateral sapphire prism (refractive index n=1.9288 @193
nm for ordinary ray). The bottom piece provides the support and openings for the beam
paths while the top piece includes gap gauging via torque control. A calibrated torque
wrench drives a nylon screw tip to provide intimate contact between the prism and the
coated wafer sample. The exposure field is 4 mm in diameter, completely covered by the
tip to ensure consistent gap thickness.
B. Gap Gauging
Gap gauging was achieved by collecting the reflected laser beam from one arm of
the interferometer. The right arm mirror was replaced with a pyroelectric photodetector
(Coherent model J25LP-4). At a numerical aperture greater than the refractive index of
the imaging medium, a baseline reading was taken as a reference. In this case, TIR
resulted in maximum reflected energy. As the coated wafer sample makes contact with
the prism, light can tunnel through the gap into the resist stack through Frustrated TIR,
resulting in a decrease in the reflected energy. These reflected energy readings were taken
at different torque values and normalized to the baseline reading. They were then plotted
against the theoretical prediction of gap-transmission plot which takes into account the
optical constants and thickness of prism-gap-resist stack, incident angle and polarization
state. The gap is consequently gauged and controlled by monitoring the transmission and
corresponding applied torque.
C. Experimental Approach
The experiment was carried out exploring different resist film stack and imaging
medium at different numerical apertures and gap thickness. At 1.50 NA, a resist stack
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was used consisting of 40 nm JSR TCX041 (n=1.54, k=0) topcoat with 40 nm JSR
ARX2928JN-7 (n=1.692, k=0.042) resist and 40 nm Brewer ARC29A-8 (n=1.82,
k=0.34) BARC. Two imaging medium were tested at this NA including air (n=1.0) and
HPLC water (n=1.44). At 1.60 NA, two resist stacks were used. The first stack consists
of 40nm topcoat-less JSR AIM6023JN (n=1.705, k=0.035) resist with 96 nm AZ Krf17B-100 (n=1.70, k=0.10) BARC. Three different imaging medium were tested including
air, HPLC water, and cyclohexane (n=1.55). The second resist stack consists of 40 nm
JSR ARX2928JN-7 resist with 92 nm AZ Krf-17B-100 BARC. Only an air gap condition
was tested. At 1.83NA, a 40 nm JSR ARX2928JN-7 resist with 64 nm AZ Krf-17B-100
BARC stack was exposed with an air gap only.

3.3.2 Results and discussion
Figure 28 shows the gap thickness measurement results and SEM photographs
using both air and water as the gap medium at 1.50 NA. The measured transmittance data
is referenced to simulation to calibrate the corresponding gap thickness. These
measurements and dose-to-size information are summarized in Table I. Good agreement
is found between the dose-to-size and measured transmittance, which validates the gap
measurement and gauging repeatability. The air gap thickness varies from 20 nm to 70
nm with 0 to 65 inch-lbs of torque. The water gap thickness varies between 50 and 106
nm. The different torque-gap behavior is the result of their different hydrodynamic
related material properties.
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Figure 28. (a). (c): laser reflection measurement at different torque values when air and water are used as
the gap materials, respectively. The measured transmittance T is referenced to simulated data to calibrate
the corresponding gap thickness; (b). (d): SEM photographs showing 32 nm half-pitch line space grating
using air and water as the gap medium, respectively. The torque for both cases is kept at 50 inch-lbs.
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Torque

Gap

Gap

Applied (inch-

Normalized

Thickness

Dose-to-size

Material

lbs)

Transmittance

(nm)

E1:1 (mJ/cm2)

Air

50

0.56

20*

24

50

0.61

50*

22

20

0.44

66

30

10

0.31

84

43

5

0.13

106

102

Water

Table I. Gap thickness measurement and corresponding dose-to-size information at 1.5 NA. * indicates the
minimum gap achieved with the gap material and resist stack.

At 1.60 NA, similar experimental results are obtained, shown in Figure 29. The
minimum gaps are found to be 11 nm, 19 nm and 25 nm for air, water and cyclohexane,
respectively. These gaps are associated with 75%-80% intensity transfer to the
photoresist. While good imaging results are achieved, gap thickness in the sub 20 nm
range could impose significant challenges in manufacturing control. If 50% transmission
into the resist criteria was established as tolerable for high throughput imaging, the
requirement on gap thickness can be relaxed, shown in Table II. The underlined values
show the 50% corresponding gap thickness and dose-to-size which are extrapolated from
the measured data (~75% transmission). It is found that a cyclohexane gap as large as 50
nm can produce 50% transmission into the resist with 8 mJ/cm2 dose-to-size. Larger gaps
are possible with Gen-2 (n=1.60-1.65) or Gen-3 (n=1.80) fluids as well as resist stack
optimization.
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(b)

Air Gap Measurement at 1.6NA
Normalized Transmittance

Torque Force

(c) Cyclohexane Gap Measurement at 1.6NA

Water Gap Measurement at 1.6NA
Normalized Transmittance

Normalized Transmittance

Torque Force

Torque Force

1

45

0.8

T=0.74

40

0.7

T=0.73

35

0.6

T=0.70

30

0.5

25

T=0.68

0.4

20

T=0.65

0.3

15

T=0.61

0.2

10

T=0.49

0.1

5

T=0.32

0

20

40

T=0.76

45

0.8

T=0.76

40

0.7

T=0.75

35

0.6

T=0.71

30

0.5

T=0.68

25

T=0.66

20

0.4
0.3

15

T=0.58

0.2

10

T=0.45

0.1

T=0.35

0

0
20

40

50

0.9

T=0.79

45

0.8

T=0.79

40

0.7

T=0.79

35

0.6

T=0.79

30

0.5

T=0.79

25

0.4

T=0.79

20

0.3

T=0.78

15

0.2

T=0.76

10

0.1

T=0.75

5

0

0
0

60

20

40

60

60

Gap Thickness (nm)

(d)

0.9

0

0

0

50
Normalized Transmittance through the Gap

T=0.75

Normalized Transmittance through the Gap

0.9

1

Applied Torque Force (inch-pound)

50
Applied Torque Force (inch-pound)

Normalized Transmittance through the Gap

1

Applied Torque Force (inch-pound)

(a)

Gap Thickness (nm)

Gap Thickness (nm)

(e)

(f)

Figure 29. (a)-(c): laser reflection measurement at different torque values when air, water and cyclohexane
are used as the gap materials, respectively. The measured transmittance T is referenced to simulated data to
calibrate the corresponding gap thickness; (d)-(f): SEM photographs showing 30 nm half-pitch line space
grating using air, water and cyclohexane as the gap medium, respectively. The torque for all cases is kept at
40 inch-lbs.
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Gap
Gap

Torque Applied

Normalized

Thickness

Dose-to-size

Material

(inch-lbs)

Transmittance

(nm)

E1:1 (mJ/cm2)

40

0.74

11*

7

-

0.5

18

10

40

0.76

19*

7

-

0.5

35

11

40

0.79

25*

6

-

0.5

50

9

Air

Water

Cyclohexane

Table II. Gap thickness measurement and corresponding dose-to-size information at 1.6 NA. * indicates the
minimum gap achieved with the gap material and resist stack. Underlined values are extrapolated from the
experiment and simulation.

In all the experimental conditions studied, the torque-gap response shows similar
behavior. As the torque force is applied, the gap thickness reduces quickly and then
gradually levels off to a minimum gap thickness. This minimum gap is dependent on both
the resist film stack and gap material. It is suspected that hydraulic forces in the confined
fluid bearing region prevents smaller gaps to be achieved. It is noted that cyclohexane
shows a unique torque-gap response in which the gap reaches its minimum thickness the
moment the torque force is applied. It is observed that the air gap imaging exhibits
superior lithography quality compared to other gap materials, which is possibly due to
interaction of hydraulic pressure on photoresist and imaging performance.
Imaging NA as high as 1.83 is also achieved with EWL. The results are shown in
Figure 30. Imaging performance at 1.83 NA could be further improved with better dose
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control because the process window is very narrow. Nonetheless, this result shows
promise in achieving sub-32 nm patterns with single exposure optical lithography. With
the development of high index high etch selectivity inorganic resist, very thin resist film
(<30 nm) would make excellent candidate for >1.8 NA imaging.

(a)

(b)

Figure 30. SEM photographs showing line space grating (a). 30 nm half-pitch (1.6NA); (b). 26 nm halfpitch (1.83 NA). Air gap is used in both cases. Torque is kept at 40 inch-lbs.

3.3.3 On NAsys>NAresist Imaging
It has been shown previously that NA greater than the real part of the refractive
index of the resist is attainable with evanescent imaging, and is experimentally confirmed
in the 1.83 NA imaging condition (nresist=1.7 < NAsys) [102]. To explain this
phenomenon, Snell‟s law needs to be expanded to take into account refraction into an
absorption medium such as photoresist [133]. The effective refractive index neff can be
written as:
1/2

neff

 n2  k 2  sin2  (n2  k 2  sin2 )2  4[(n2  k 2 ) sin2  n2 k 2 ] 




2





(3.12)

where n and k are the complex refractive index of the absorbing medium, and θ is the
incident angle. Similarly, the effective extinction coefficient k eff is given as:
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(3.13)

Effective Refractive Index and Extinction
Coefficient for Absording Medium
Effective Extinction Coefficient

1.95

1

1.9

0.8

1.85

0.6

1.8
0.4

1.75

0.2

1.7
1.65

0
1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Effective Extinction Coefficient

Effective Refractive Index

Effective Refractive Index

System Numerical Aperture

Figure 31. For an absorbing medium (n=1.7, k=0.04), both the effective refractive index and effective
extinction coefficient increases with system NA (incident angle) above the nominal refractive index. The
net result is surface imaging on the top <20 nm region. Light is incident from sapphire (n=1.92, k=0).

Figure 31 shows a simulation scenario where light propagates from sapphire into
photoresist (n=1.7, k=0.04) with various incident angles. The effective refractive index of
the resist increases at oblique angles well beyond 1.7, allowing light to penetrate into the
photoresist at NA greater than 1.7. On the other hand, the effective extinction coefficient
also increases significantly with the incident angle. The net result is surface imaging at
NA exceeding the nominal refractive index of the resist.
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Frustrated TIR into an Absorbing Medium

(a)

1/e Depth

0.3
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0.05

5

0

0
0

(b)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

1/e Depth into the Resist (nm)

Transmittance through the Gap

Transmittance through the Gap

Resist Extinction Coefficient k

Figure 32. (a) resist profile simulation by ILSim2 at NA larger than the nominal refractive index of the
resist; (b) Frustrated TIR transmittance through the evanescent gap and into the photoresist as a function of
nominal resist extinction coefficient. System NA is 1.8. All other simulation conditions are kept the same.

This effect is simulated using ILSim2; results are shown in Figure 32(a). The
surface imaging is confined in the top <20 nm region. Figure 32(b) illustrates the similar
effect using the matrix method where light penetration through the evanescent gap is
possible with slightly absorbing resist even though the system NA exceeds the nominal
resist refractive index. However, with more absorbing resist, although more light gets
through the gap, the skin depth into the photoresist decreases as the result of the
increasing effective extinction coefficient. An optimum resist extinction coefficient exists
to give maximum energy transfer into the resist. Recent development in metal plasmonic
reflector offers an attractive solution to increase imaging depth [134].
3.3.4 Next generation resist research
The static interference EWL imaging has been used extensively as a test-bed for
next generation resist developments [135], [136]. These developments have been focused
in two areas: non-chemically amplified resist (non-CAR) to battle the deteriorating line-
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edge roughness (LER) effect; and high index inorganic resist suitable for ultra-high NA
imaging.
In a joint research project with Inpria Corp. and Oregon State University, we have
experimented with peroxo modified forms of the materials such as zirconium oxide
sulfate ZircSOx and hafnium sulfate HafSOx [39]. These materials provide many
advantages with respect to both CARs and all other photo-patternable inorganic resists.
These advantages include the tunability of the optical properties of the Metal-SOx resist
platform at 193 nm, low LER, high etch resistance and the ability to access indices of
refraction above 1.8.
The Metal-SOx materials are aqueous systems, which makes water immersion
193 nm lithography unsuitable to test the imaging performance of such resists at high
NA. Formulating a water impermeable topcoat to meet requirements at both interfaces
proves to be difficult. To test immersion capabilities and to avoid the need for a topcoat,
static interference EWL experiments at 193 nm were performed on a range of
HafSOx/ZircSOx formulations. Both air gap imaging and using cyclohexane as the
immersion fluid were tested. Representative SEM images of 60 nm lines on a 60 nm halfpitch in ZircSOx exposed at a dose of 25 mJ/cm2 are shown in Figure 33(a). However,
lack of material candidates as bottom antireflective coating limited the imaging
performance at ultra-high NA. Evidence for 40 nm half-pitch lines was observed in spite
of this issue.
The Metal-SOx chemistry is also directly amenable to a negative-tone LFLE
process. This process involves two consecutive lithographic steps and two resist coating
steps. In the first lithography step, a resist layer is deposited, exposed, baked, and then
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developed. A thermal freeze step follows to render the developed pattern insoluble in the
second resist coat. In the case of Metal-SOx, a 5 min bake at 220 °C is adequate to lock
in or “freeze” the pattern. After the 220 °C bake, Metal-SOx patterns have been
transformed into dense oxides and are no longer soluble in resist or developer. A second
lithography process can then be performed on top of the existing pattern. Finally, an etch
step can be performed to transfer the doubly exposed pattern. Figure 33(b) shows a SEM
image of the crosshatched patterns clearly revealing the 60 nm half-pitch line-space
gratings.

(b)

(a)

Figure 33. (a) 60 nm lines on a 60 nm half-pitch written in ZircSOx using 193 nm optical interference
lithography at a dose of 25 mJ/cm2; (b) 60 nm half-pitch crosshatched patterns produced by static
interference EWL imaging with LFLE double patterning process.
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Figure 34. SEM images of patterns printed on the HfO nanoparticle resist using 193 nm static interference
EWL: 60 nm half-pitch negative tone (upper) and 50 nm half-pitch negative tone (bottom).

In another research project conducted with Cornell University, Hafnium oxide
nanoparticles are used as a core to build the inorganic nanocomposite resist [38], [137].
In the imaging experiments with static interference EWL, uniform thin films can be spincoated on Si wafers using either PGMEA dispersions of the nanoparticles. The
nanoparticle films with 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl acetophenone (DPAP) as a photoinitiator
act both as positive and negative tone photoresists. Films with the desired thickness are
prepared and then baked at 130°C for 60 sec on a hot plate. After exposure, development
in isopropyl alcohol or t-amyl alcohol gives a negative tone image. For the positive tone
imaging, the film is baked after exposure (PEB) at 130°C for 3 min and then aqueous
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tetrametylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) is used for the development. Since significant
dark loss was observed during positive tone imaging, focus has been given to evaluate the
negative tone mode of the resist. The films were coated on a bottom anti-reflecting
coating (BARC) and tert-amyl alcohol was used as a developer. Figure 34 shows the
SEM image of both 60 nm and 50 nm lines and spaces that were printed on the film. The
film that was used was only 30 nm thick to minimize absorbance and reflection. Both air
and purified Decalin as a gap material were evaluated.
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4. DESIGNING A SCANNING EWL HEAD
The previous chapter presented the static interference EWL theory and
experimentally demonstrated the near-field imaging resolution enhancement by gauging
the evanescent gap. The static imaging system has been extensively used to examine new
materials including resists and immersion fluids. The obvious limitation is that a small, 4mm diameter imaging field is produced, dependent upon the laser spot size and gap
control. Across the millimeter sized field, the line-space patterns are likely to be defective
due to gap thickness variation caused by vibration, dust, surface imperfection and
leveling.
In order to evaluate the possibility of extending interference EWL from laboratory
prototyping to IC production, large field EWL tools need to be made. There are, in
general, two approaches. The first approach is to build a large field (26 mm * 33 mm)
interference tool capable of near-field imaging. At current stage, this approach seems
impractical primarily limited by the extreme requirement on laser coherence as
mentioned in Chapter 2. The ability to control the gap uniformity across such a large field
is also questionable considering the polished wafer surface roughness is on the order of
10 to 50 nm [138]. The second approach is to reduce the size of each individual imaging
field and later stitch the many mini-fields together through scanning. In this chapter, we
are going to present the design of the imaging head using this approach. We start by
identifying the design tasks and system architecture in Section 4.1. The five key design
components, including gap detection and measurement, imaging head design, prism
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design and fabrication, servo control development, and scanning schemes, are detailed in
Section 4.2.
4.1 System Architecture
4.1.1 Design task identification
To achieve the goal of evanescent wave imaging at sub-100 nm scanning height,
the system we build includes the following functionalities:
A. Gap detection and measurement: The system should be able to detect realtime gap height with fast response time and low noise.
B. Feedback actuation: If the detected gap height is different from the set gap
target, the system should include one or more actuation mechanisms to
adjust and maintain a constant target gap height.
C. Prism design and fabrication: The prism (final optical element) needs to be
uniquely designed and fabricated to accommodate sub-100 nm gap
imaging.
D. Servo control: Sub-100 nm scanning needs to be automated in a control
servo to achieve gap detection and actuation.
E. Ultra-high NA interference imaging to produce uniform line-space
patterns across the mini-field.
F. Dynamic scan over an entire wafer surface and stitch together the many
mini-fields.
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4.1.2 System design overview
There has been no previous report in developing a scanning imaging system using
EWL. In a similar near-field imaging work, Zhang‟s group proposed near-field plasmonic
lithography using a flying air bearing slider to maintain sub-20 nm air gap while the
wafer spins [139]. This work differs from ours in that it uses plasmonics and requires
wafer spinning which generates an air cushion to self-maintain the gap. In addition, it
requires sophisticated air bearing surface design, and a micro-fabricated and focused ionbeam milled plasmonic lens array. Therefore, their imaging head design and application
is significantly different from ours.
Some design concepts including mechanical flexure and leveling piezoelectric
transducer can be found on the gap control system used in nanoimprint lithography
processes. For the purpose of imprint lithography, it is important to maintain a nearly
parallel gap about 200 nm between the template and substrate [140]. However, this
design is different in not involving scanning and lithography imaging.
A more direct analogy can be drawn between scanning EWL imaging head and
high density near-field optical disc recording system such as that proposed by Sony
[141]. In this system, a conventional optical pick-up actuator (voice coil) with a solid
immersion lens (SIL) is used to write or read pit patterns on a spinning optical disc. Disc
rotation generates an air cushion and lifts the SIL a certain distance, effectively creating
an air bearing surface. In some designs, the concepts of external air bearing, piezoelectric
transducer, voice-coil actuator, servo control and near-field imaging lens design were
developed to enhance system performance [142]. These concepts were incorporated into
our scanning EWL design.
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Figure 35. Schematic of the two-beam interference scanning EWL system.

Figure 35 shows the schematic of the overall system architecture. The system
includes two major components. The first component is the 193 nm two-beam
interference imaging system which consists of the line-narrowed excimer laser, essential
imaging optics (polarization, beam expansion, spatial filtering, etc.) and final prism. The
second component is the gap control system. This includes the gap detection system, and
actuation mechanisms embedded in the imaging head and servo control system. In the
rest of the chapter, each sub-component in the gap control system is described in detail.
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4.2 System design considerations and implementations
4.2.1 Gap detection
Among many methods to detect gap height such as capacitive sensing [143] and
white light interference [144], the total internal reflected power at the bottom of the prism
(truncated cone with a small flat tip) is used as a gap error signal to control the gap
between the wafer and prism‟s bottom surface.
Figure 36 shows the schematic of the detection method and the relation between
the gap height and the total reflected power. When the incident off-wavelength laser
beam (HeNe 632.8 nm) is focused on the high index sapphire prism from one arm, the
above critical angle beam is reflected to the other arm. However, under the near field
condition when prism comes closer to the wafer surface, part of the reflected beam
penetrates the prism bottom surface as an evanescent wave, thus reducing the reflected
beam power. Hence, by maintaining the reflected power at a constant reference level, the
gap can be kept constant in the near field region.

Figure 36. Total internal reflection detection and gap referencing.
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It is not possible to correlate the TIR reflection with interference fringes caused
by plane waves that are propagating in the air gap with multiple reflections between the
bottom surface of the prism and the wafer. This is because as a gap decreases to subwavelength, the interference fringes disappear due to insufficient optical path difference
(OPD) between the interfering beams. It is therefore impractical to use the interferometric
method for gap detection at the sub-wavelength region we are interested in.
Figure 37 shows the experimental observations made on a similar setup which
uses near-field solid immersion lens tester that focuses light through different air gaps
onto a flat glass sample. Interference fringes are visible when air gaps are relative large at
1000 nm and 500 nm. Below 500 nm, the interference fringes disappear and are replaced
by intensity varying dark central regions. This result is similar to what was observed in
our experiment.

Figure 37. Experimental reflected irradiance observations of a 1.5 NA near-field solid immersion lens tester
that focuses through an air gap onto a flat sample of BK7 glass. Observations were made at air gaps of
1000 nm, 500 nm, 200 nm, 100 nm, 50 nm, 20 nm and 0 nm. The illumination was linearly polarized in the
vertical direction. [Reproduced from [145]]
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4.2.2 Scanning head design
The scanning head is designed to be able to scan at a constant height (~ 100 nm)
above the wafer surface in the presence of disturbance (dust, surface flaw, tilt, vibration,
etc.). In our system, two parts including a DC noise canceling carrying air-bearing pad
that scans at a constant air gap with regulated air pressure, and an AC noise canceling
piezoelectric transducer with real-time closed-loop feedback from gap detection were
developed to meet the requirement.

Figure 38. Two-stage gap control head with passive air floating system to control low frequency noise and
active piezoelectric transducer feedback system to control high frequency deviation.

The block diagram for both parts is shown in Figure 38. The cylindrical air pad is
redesigned from a vacuum preload air bearing to fit in the prism holder and piezoelectric
transducer. The 50 mm air bearing was purchased from New Way Air Bearing, which
blows compressed air down through a layer of porous carbon at a regulated pressure of
60 Psi to maintain a 0.0051 mm fly height over the wafer surface. The air bearing was
then machined to accommodate a rectangular tight slip fit at the bottom in which the
prism holder moves up and down by the force inserted from the piezoelectric transducer.
This configuration allows movement in the z direction but restrict xy plane motion. An
additional advantage of this configuration is to allow alignment of the flat surface of the
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prism and the plane of the bottom surface of air bearing. Two rectangular openings were
made on the opposite sides of the air bearing to allow light paths at very oblique angles.
The original vacuum preloaded air bearing and the modified air pad are shown in Figure
39.

Figure 39. 50 mm air bearing. Left: original vacuum preloaded air bearing purchased from New Way Air
Bearing; Right: customized air pad with tight slip fit and side openings.

Figure 40 shows the prism holder designed to accommodate the prism and
connect to the piezoelectric transducer. The prism holder was made of aluminum and
precisely manufactured to fit in the air pad. Epoxy (3M DP-420) was injected through the
eight 2 mm holes to glue the prism to the air bearing while leaving space for oblique light
paths. The square pocket on top of the prism holder is designed to glue and locate the
piezoelectric transducer. To remove and replace prism, heat is applied with a soldering
iron through the 2 mm holes to remove the epoxy.
The low voltage stacked piezoelectric transducer (TS18-H5-104 Piezo System
Inc.) is a monolithic ceramic construction of many thin piezo-ceramic layers which are
connected in parallel electrically. By applying voltage thus polarizing the electric dipole
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moments of in piezo-material, it experiences mechanical deformation so that the piezostack elongates or shortens in the length direction [146].

Figure 40. Prism holder designed to fit in the air bearing and actuated by the piezo-transducer.

Figure 41 shows the schematic of the piezoelectric transducer and its voltagedisplacement curve. In this specific transducer, the range of motion is 14.5 µm at the
voltage of 100 volts in the positive direction. The typical 15 % hysteresis is not an issue
in the feedback system we designed. The piezoelectric transducer is eventually glued on
both ends to the prism holder and an adapting plate, shown in Figure 42.

Figure 41. Piezoelectric transducer and its voltage-displacement curve.
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To drive the piezoelectric transducer, a DAQ data acquisition box (Measurement
Computing USB-1408FS) interfaces with the computer and a linear voltage amplifier
(EPA-007-012) is used with maximum current of 30 mA. This low driving current limits
the maximum frequency that we can operate the gap servo at, which is determined by
⁄

, where Vmax is the maximum driving voltage, C is the piezo

capacitance. Given the Vmax = 80 volts, and C= 1600 nF, the maximum driving frequency
allowed by the amplifier is 37 Hz, which is beyond the maximum sampling frequency (25
Hz) of the optical power meter (Newport 2832-C). So the system operation frequency is
set at 25 Hz, the limit of the optical power meter.

Figure 42. Assembled prism, prism holder, piezoelectric transducer and an adapting plate. The prism was
glued to the prism holder through the side holes. The piezoelectric transducer was glued on both ends to the
prism holder and an adapting plate.

It is important to fix one end of the piezoelectric transducer so that the actuation
function can be realized on the other end. In this design, this is achieved by connecting
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the top adapting plate (which glues to one end of the transducer) with the air bearing
body with screws and precision machined spacer, making all the components “uni-body”.
The spacer design locks in the position of the transducer relative to the air bearing and
ensures that the actuation force won‟t be absorbed by loose parts in the system. Worth
noticing here is that the lock-in position has to be within the range of the motion of the
piezoelectric transducer, which is less than 14 µm. The stainless steel spacer pair was
first precision machined at the machine shop, then ground onsite iteratively and
assembled to reach the target position determined by gapping test. The final assembled
imaging head is shown in Figure 43.

Spacer

Screw

Figure 43. Assembled scanning EWL imaging head. Left: Bottom view of the air bearing with prism
inserted; Right: Side view of the imaging head with screw and spacer identified.

To summarize the work in designing and making the scanning imaging head,
SolidWorks design of the assembled imaging head is shown in Figure 44. All parts were
machined at Micro Instrument Corp., and assembled at RIT Nanolithography Labs.
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Figure 44. SolidWorks design of the assembled imaging head.

4.2.3 Prism design and manufacturing
The final prisms that were used in the two-beam interference scanning EWL head
were manufactured from sapphire and fused silica. The sapphire prism has a higher
refractive index (no = 1.929, ne = 1.917) at the wavelength λ = 193 nm and (no = 1.766, ne
= 1.758) at the wavelength λ = 632.8 nm. The fused silica prism has a refractive index n
= 1.56 at the wavelength λ = 193 nm and n = 1.46 at the wavelength λ = 632.8 nm. We
first purchased 10 × 10 × 10 mm 60° equilateral dispersing prisms from Crystran Ltd.
The shape of the exit surface of the prism is modified to ease the requirement on aligning
the prism and wafer. With a flat exit surface, the tolerance on the inclination angle
between the prism and wafer becomes extremely small with sub-wavelength gap. To
tolerate a small tilt margin, various designs have been proposed by reducing the contact
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area, at the expense of exposing a smaller field. These designs include a small protruding
flat head [143], spherical head [147] and a conically tapered surface with a small flat
head [148], see Figure 45. We chose the conically tapered surface because it is difficult to
produce spherical sapphire prisms and the protruding head has a problem with TIR light
trapping.

Figure 45. Four different configurations of the exit surface of the final prism. (a). a flat surface; (b). a small
protruding flat head; (c). a semi-spherical surface; (d). a truncated cone with a small flat tip.

Figure 46. Design of the modified prism with a truncated cone exit surface. The conical angle is set to be
80 degrees and flat tip has a width between 20 and 50 µm.

Figure 46 shows the shape of the exit surface of designed prism. The bottom flat
tip is set to be between 20 to 50 µm then the tilt margin for the air gap height of 100 nm
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is +/- (0.11-0.29) degrees. The conical angle is set to be 80 degrees because the incident
angle of the red monitor laser is between 55 and 65 degrees.

Figure 47. Surface roughness profile of a truncated cone exit surface. The image shows a test-run result on
a glass sample without protective coating. The center flat strip shows a width around 50 µm.

In the manufacturing process, the prisms were held using a sine table, angled
correctly, and then the surface was ground using a fine grit in very small increments. A
test run on glass was first performed to determine the interface between the ground area
and polished area. The test run showed several deviations from design. Firstly, the flat tip
widens from 40 µm at each end to 50 µm in the middle. Secondly, the flat is offset by 0.3
mm to one side. Finally, the wet grinding process affects the roughness of center strip (6
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nm). Since the grit size is significant when compared to the area of the strip, if a grain is
pushed across the polished strip in the process it will scratch it. An image is shown in
Figure 47. While the first two deviations can be tolerated by allowing the field size to
vary, careful measure was taken to avoid scratching the imaging surface. A protective
paint was coated on the prisms to try and minimize damage on the polished area. A final
microscopic inspection was performed on all three prisms we received from Crystran,
shown in Figure 48. All prisms had acceptable surface roughness which validates the
protective coating, but the sapphire prism had larger central strip area (~275 µm) than the
fused silica prism (~40 µm). This would result in a tighter tilt margin when controlling
the leveling of the prism with respect to the wafer surface.

Figure 48. Modified prisms with a truncated cone exit surface. Left: photograph of a fused silica prism;
Center: sapphire prism with 275 µm center flat tip; Right: fused silica prism with 44 µm wide center flat
tip.

With the truncated cone prism design, the gap detection is made easy with a larger
diameter detection laser. Laser reflections from the wedged surfaces will be separated
from the flat tip reflection. The light path for the detection laser into a fused silica prism
is shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49. Total internal reflection detection and gap referencing.

4.2.4 Control circuit design
The control algorithm was implemented using National Instruments LabVIEW
together with Matlab. The graphic development environment offers a productive way to
link the detection, feedback, and actuation components of the system. Figure 50 and
Figure 51 show the block diagram and front panel of the control algorithm, respectively.
The high-level flow is detailed as follows:
First the average of 1000 TIR signals (A) were referenced to laser source (C)
when gap is large [this step is to normalize the laser source fluctuation]. The program
then takes the active reflection (B) measurement when gap is in the near-field range (~
200 nm) and referenced to laser source (C). The two control actions are developed into
two case structures, shown in Figure 52. The sub-vi then computes (B/C)/(A/C)=B/A,
which gives the true reflectance through the small gap. The B/A value is then referenced
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to the embedded Matlab code to determine the true gap thickness and then feed forward
to controller.
The PID [proportional-integral-derivative] controller, shown in Figure 53, first
compares the real-time gap thickness signal and the setpoint target. It then determines the
output voltage to piezoelectric transducer. The program, shown in Equation (4.1),
involves three separate constant parameters: the proportional term P, the integral term I
and the derivative term D [149].
( )

( )

∫

( )

( )

(4.1)

Heuristically, these constants can be interpreted in terms of time: P depends on
the present error (the responsiveness of the controller to an error), I on the accumulation
of past errors (the degree to which the controller overshoots the setpoint), and D is a
prediction of future errors (the degree of system oscillation), based on current rate of
change. By tuning the three parameters in the PID controller algorithm with the empirical
AutoTune function, the weighted sum of these three actions is used to provide control
action. The above actions are included in a while loop to complete the cycle until
terminated by user.
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Figure 50. Gap control block diagram.

Figure 51. Front panel of the gap control and feedback system.
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Figure 52. Block diagrams of the two case structures used in the control algorithm. Upper: Case 1 to take
TIR reference with calibrated photodiode detectors; Lower: Case 2 to take active gap signal, relate to
Matlab code to determine gap, and then feed back to PZT using PID control loop.
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Figure 53. A block diagram of a typical PID controller.

4.2.5 Scanning approaches
Scanning interference lithography has been a relatively new concept. The only
known approach, developed by MIT and Plymouth Grating Laboratory, uses the so-called
scanning beam interference lithography (SBIL) to manufacture large scale optical
gratings with resolution down to 200 nm [101]. In this approach, two small coherent
beams are phase compensated by electro-optic components and interfere to generate a
small line/space image. The image is raster-scanned over the substrate by use of a highprecision “nano-ruler” stage to stitch the mini-fields to large grating patterns.
Two scanning schemes exist including parallel scanning and Doppler scanning,
depicted in Figure 54 [150]. In the parallel scanning scheme, the substrate moves parallel
to the interference fringes. Misalignment of the stage motion and the interference fringes
causes image smearing. In Doppler scanning, the stage moves perpendicular to the image
fringes. In addition to the alignment requirement, the image fringes must also be
stationary to the moving staging by phase-locking the interferometer.
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Figure 54. Depiction of two possible scanning schemes used by SBIL. (a) Parallel scanning. (b) Doppler
scanning [150].

SBIL system requires sophisticated interferometer-controlled air bearing stage
and phase compensating optics. In theory, these components can be integrated with our
scanning EWL imaging head with tighter control on stage precision to image sub- 22 nm
line/space gratings. In absence of such system, we adopted a dynamic stepping method to
demonstrate both imaging capability and scanning height control, shown in Figure 55.
The wafer stage was held stationary while the image field was exposed. After the
exposure, the wafer scans in the linear direction at constant sub-100 nm gap to another
isolated location await next exposure. Gap control system is always active during
exposures and scanning. It is noticed here that the lack of full scanning capability is not
related to the imaging head but the wafer stage available to us to control nanometer
precision movement.
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Figure 55. Schematics of the exposure schemes used in this work. The image field was exposed while the
wafer is stationary. After each exposure, the wafer scans in the linear direction at sub-100 nm gap to
another isolated location await next exposure. Gap control system is always active in both exposure and
scanning modes. Beam A and beam B are intentionally misplaced to illustrate two-beam interference
imaging. The size of the image field is determined by the prism bottom flat.
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4.2.6 Sources of gap variation and system limitation

Table III. Summary of the sources of gap variation and internal noises of the system.

Table III lists the major sources of gap variation in the developed scanning system
and the system internal noises that contribute to uncorrectable gap error. Polished silicon
wafer has surface roughness around 5 nm but is planarized to less than 2 nm after filmstack coating. Particles in the class 100 cleanroom typically have size no larger than 5 µm
in diameter. Wafer stage tilt, while unable to measure directly, is estimated to be on the
order of 10 µm. Particles and stage tilt are in fact the largest gap variation and will be
corrected by the air bearing. Other sources of gap variations, including material thermal
expansion and environment vibration, are estimated on the order of nanometer scale.
Sources of internal noises are the gap errors induced by the control system
therefore uncorrectable. Theses noises become the system error, recognized in the design
phase. Electronic noises, including that of the data acquisition box, piezoelectric
transducer and the voltage amplifier, have internal electronic noise measured in mVolts.
Theses electronic noises transfer to gap variation through the piezoelectric effect.
Monitor laser related error sources include monitor laser fluctuation, beam pointing
instability due to reflecting optics vibration, and alignment error. While the first two error
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sources could induce 1-2 nm error, misalignment in the optics shifts the absolute gap
height measured and could potentially induce a large amount of errors. In this case, the
monitor laser optics needs to be carefully aligned to minimize the above-mentioned error.
The PID controller is another potential error source in the system. The gap control
module, namely the process gains for the P, I and D, needs to be properly tuned to yield
an ideal response of the control system. In the absence of sufficient knowledge about
process dynamics and disturbance, it becomes desirable to use empirical autotuning
function such as the one supplied by LabView using the Ziegler Nichols method. With an
educated guess of initial PID gains, this method iterates the PID values by the setpoint
relay which steps the setpoint up or down until the system has reached a tuned state. I and
D gains are initially set to zero and P is increased until the loop starts to oscillate. Once
oscillation starts, the critical gain Kc and the period of oscillations Pc are noted. The P, I
and D gains are then adjusted as per the tuning formula tables [151]. Too aggressive or
too sluggish controllers contribute to unstable processes such as strong oscillation,
overshooting, etc., leading to large gap variation.
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5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
5.1 Experimental setup
The “Amphibian” two-beam interferometric imaging platform was used to
integrate and test the scanning EWL imaging system. Two optical paths are designed in
the system, indicated in “white” (dotted line) and “red” (solid line) in Figure 56.

Figure 56. Experimental setup of the EWL head with static gap control. Additional optics were used to
shape and direct the reference gap control laser beam.

The “red” (solid line) path indicates the 632.8 nm monitor laser path. A 0.8 W
compact HeNe laser is used as the source. After Rochon polarizing optics, the TE
polarized beam is expanded 3 times by a homemade beam expander. The expander
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follows Galilean configuration which consists of a negative and a positive lens that are
separated by the sum of their focal length. Since one of the lenses is negative, the
separation distance between the two lenses is much shorter than in the Keplerian
design. The expanded beam is then split into 2 beams by a non-polarizing cube beam
splitter which is composed of two right-angled prisms. A dielectric coating is applied to
the hypotenuse surface to provide equal transmission and reflection as well as to avoid
ghost images. Antireflection coatings are used on the entrance and exit faces to minimize
back reflections. One beam is sent to a p-i-n type photodiode detector as a laser source
monitor to filter out internal laser power fluctuation such as caused by temperature
variation. Since no internal power meter and feedback mechanism is available to adjust
this fluctuation, the reflected signal needs to be normalized to this source monitor. The
other beam is directed toward the imaging head and the reflected signal is picked up by
another detector. The two photo-detectors are measured equal distance to the beam
splitter to minimize effect of any delays. Figure 57 shows reflected laser beam follows
the fluctuation of the incident laser beam. The division of the two signals gives the
relative reflected power, filtering out any fluctuation in the laser source.
The alignment of the monitor laser to the prism has a significant impact on
gapping. Since the gap is calculated by referencing the reflected signal to a theoretical
EW model, mismatch in the incident angle or lateral shift at the prism flat causes
erroneous gap reading and potential collision to the wafer. In the current setup where a
prism is used as the final optical element, an off-axis incident beam is required to monitor
the gap. When the prism moves up and down to adjust for gap height, the oblique laser
beam becomes misaligned with the 50 µm prism flat.
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Figure 57. Reflected intensity as a function of incident laser light fluctuation. Left: Incident laser light
fluctuation; Right: reflected laser light fluctuation. The two beams were separated by a non-polarizing
beam splitter and detected with two calibrated broadband photodiodes.

As shown in Figure 58, there are two configurations to set up the final turning
mirror to align monitor laser beam with prism. In configuration (a), the final turning
mirror is mounted on the same micrometer stage together with the imaging head. In the
initial alignment process, any micrometer movement will be amplified by additional
distance travelled by the beam reflecting off the mirror and results in the worst
misalignment between monitor beam and prism flat. The situation gets worse if the
mirror presents different reflection angles at different locations. Configuration (b) is used
to set up the monitor beam instead. In this configuration, the mirror position is
independent of the prism position. The laser beam is always angularly aligned with prism
flat but different portions of the laser beam are reflected. This then requires the laser
beam has a uniform intensity profile. This is realized by increasing the beam size of the
monitor laser with intensity homogenization provided by a beam expander.
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Figure 58. Two configurations showing misalignment between monitor laser and prism bottom flat when
the imaging head moves vertically. (a): Final turning mirror mounted on micrometer stage; (b): Final
turning mirror stationary.

Direct alignment of the monitor laser beam to the prism flat is difficult with the
flat dimension to be 50 µm. The reflected signal intensity is then used as the alignment
indicator. With the prism flat driven by the micrometer stage against wafer plane (zero
gap height assumed), the monitor laser beam is aligned to the flat by observing the
maximum intensity on the reflection beam. Once aligned, the prism is lifted to perform
the initial “pull-in” procedure for the monitor laser to establish the reference reflected
intensity as the far field signal. It does so as the EWL head is driven toward the wafer
surface by a motorized micrometer stage, signal first increases which indicates the
misalignment. The laser is aligned with the prism as soon as the reflectance reaches its
peak. Further movement of the head toward the wafer surface induces evanescent
tunneling so the peak signal becomes the reference signal. The observed intensity
variation as a function of prism position is shown in Figure 59. The experimentally
observed intensity drop agrees well with simulated reflectance attenuation using the
experiment conditions.
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Figure 59. Left: Normalized reflectance power when the EWL head was driven toward the wafer surface by
a motorized micrometer stage. The signal first increases which indicates the misalignment between the
reference laser and the prism flat tip. The laser is aligned with the prism as soon as the reflectance reaches
its peak. Further movement of the head toward the wafer surface induces evanescent coupling; Right:
Simulated reflectance as a function of gap thickness in the gapping setup used in this experiment. The inset
shows the experimental and simulation condition.

The “white” (dotted line) path in Figure 56 indicates the 193 nm imaging path. A
line-narrowed ArF excimer laser source produces 193 nm light with 6 pm full bandwidth,
which translates to 6.2 mm temporal coherence length. The laser light is expanded by 4
times to meet the coherence and field uniformity requirement. The beam then goes
through a spatial filter to eliminate artifacts until it diffracts through a phase grating. The
+1 and -1 diffraction orders are redirected by two final turning mirrors to recombine at
the bottom of the prism flat. The varying mirror angles and positions allow the system to
achieve different interference pattern periods in the resist.
As shown in Figure 60, the imaging head is mounted on a motorized micrometer
z-stage through adapting rotational micrometer, while the wafer is place on an XY
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translational vacuum stage (Aerotech Accudex Model: ATS20020-U-40P; Controller
Unit: Aerotech DR500). Both stages have 0.5 µm travel resolution.

Z stage
Monitor laser final
turning mirror
Rotational stage

Photo-detector

Imaging head

X-Y stage

Figure 60. Static EWL head with gap control module to maintain constant gap above wafer surface. The
EWL head was mounted on a motorized micrometer stage while the wafer is placed on an XY translation
stage.

The mounting and alignment of the imaging head and imaging optics procedure is
illustrated in Figure 61. Here, the image field has a center stripe which is 50 µm and 1 cm
long which corresponds to the prism flat. The two side lobes indicate leaked refraction
beams from the two sides adjacent to the flat. The coarse alignment is done by
positioning the imaging head against the wafer stage with zero gap and visually
inspecting the reflected image beam from the flat. Fine alignment is achieved by
iteratively exposing multiple resist samples and realigning the system based on the
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appearance of the image fields. The image side lobes represent the leaked beam from the
oblique prism surface directly adjacent to the flat. If the two image side lobes have leftright or up-down asymmetry, this indicates that the two final turning mirrors were
misaligned and need to be adjusted accordingly. If the two image side lobes have
intensity asymmetry (color difference), or the center image stripe has intensity
asymmetry across the field, then the imaging head is tilted in left-right, or front-back
direction. After iteratively adjusting and inspecting the image fields, the system is
aligned. It is desirable in future system extensions that additional piezo-transducers to be
included for better alignment control. A redesign of the imaging head with vacuum
preloading is another way to achieve self-alignment.
Side-lobes

Central flat

Figure 61. Illustrations of imaging samples indicating prism tilt and imaging beam misalignment.

5.2 Image contrast degradation
5.2.1 System vibration
Vibration measurements were performed on all aspects of the imaging system to
ensure satisfactory gapping and imaging performance. Measurement data were taken
from an ultra-quiet (10V/g), ultra-low frequency (0.05Hz) seismic accelerometer and
power amplifier system (Wilcoxon Research 731A/P31). The voltage signals were then
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inputted to a customized LabView program to compute and analyze the velocity power
spectrum and vibrational displacement.
Based on the generic vibration criterions (VC) published by Colin Gordon &
Associates, sub-100 nm lithography imaging should meet VC-D (velocity amplitude
between 12.5 and 6.25 µm/s from 1 to 80 Hz), which is suitable in most instances for
demanding equipment, including many electron microscopes and e-beam systems; and
preferably VC-E (velocity amplitude between 6.25 and 3.12 µm/s from 1 to 80 Hz) which
can be a challenging criterion to achieve [152]. VC-E standard is assumed to be adequate
for the most demanding of sensitive systems including long path, laser-based, small target
systems, e-beam lithography systems working at nanometer scales, and other systems
requiring extraordinary dynamic stability.
Figure 62 and Figure 63 show the measured vertical and horizontal vibration
velocity spectrum from 1 to 100 Hz, respectively. DC bias and high frequency noise are
removed from the spectrum. It is shown that all system components except the monitor
laser final turning mirror meet at least the VC-D standard. The poor vibration
performance on the turning mirror is the result of its long arm due to space limitation.
However, this much vibration doesn‟t directly translate to imaging performance but
relates to the gap signal detection. Furthermore, since the sampling frequency of the gap
detector is set at 25 Hz, the vibrational resonance peaks between 40 and 80 Hz shown on
the turning mirror spectrum do not contribute to gap noise. A detailed summary of the
system vibration measurement data and its respective vibration criterion is listed in Table
IV.
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Figure 62. Measured vertical vibration velocity spectrum on SEWL imaging system.

Figure 63. Measured horizontal vibration velocity spectrum on SEWL imaging system.
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Table IV. Summary of the measured vibration data on SEWL imaging system.

5.2.2 Imaging misalignment
Optical system alignment is a critical step to achieve high contrast interference
imaging. 193-nm excimer lasers are notorious for poor coherence, both temporally and
spatially. Lacking a well-defined ground state for energy level transition, a typical freerun excimer laser‟s spectral line width is about 0.5nm. Modern line-narrow optics reduces
this number to less than 1pm. In addition, excimer lasers have a very low degree of
special coherence (around 1mm spatial coherence length) in that a large number of
transverse modes are operated inside the laser cavity. While such low coherence is
desirable in projection lithography to eliminate unwanted interference within the aerial
image, it puts extra rigorous requirement on the amount of two-beam OPD that can be
tolerated in interferometric imaging.
Detailed theoretical study on coherency, OPD and contrast has been done
elsewhere; for example see [153]. For a spatially coherent imaging system, imaging
contrast (visibility) is characterized as:
(

)

(5.1)
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where

is the temporal coherence length. In a partially coherent system such as the one

we use, the image contrast is also dependent on image field location which degrades from
field center. To simplify the calculation, the spatial component of the image contrast is
lumped in to an effective temporal coherence length, which yields the normalized
contrast curve as the function of the OPD, as shown in Figure 64. Two sets of
experiments were performed to vary the angular alignment (two beams with different inplane incident angles) and the tilt alignment (two beams with different out-of-plane
incident angles). To yield a satisfactory interference image, the required OPD is
estimated to be less than 1 mm.

Figure 64. Simulated and experimental verification of contrast degradation as a function of system
misalignment OPD between two interferometric arms. Experiments carried out on static EWL system with
NA=1.3.
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5.2.3 Process latitude
When employing ultra-high NA imaging, there is an extremely narrow process
window in terms of dose and focus. Image quality degrades significantly from the best
process condition. Although image contrast is independent on exposure dose, over- or
under-exposures do not proportionally yield satisfactory line space gratings with different
duty ratios. Figure 65 shows SEM snapshots taken with different exposure doses.
Bridging, scumming, resist thinning, and LER are visible through the exposure dose
matrix. These effects are difficult to model with existing resist models but contribute to
image quality degradation nonetheless. In this experiment at 1.3NA, the exposure dose
window is less than 0.5 mJ/cm2. This number is expected to drop to 0.2 mJ/cm2 at 1.8NA.
This is an extremely small dose window in the laser and optical system used in this
experiment.
Two-beam interference lithography has the advantage of theoretically infinite
depth of focus since the two first orders are symmetrically incident on the imaging plane.
Practically, however, it is limited by the spatial coherency, beam uniformity and
hyperbolic aberration. In this system, contrast degradation mostly arises from the short
spatial coherence length which is estimated to be less than 2 mm. Experimental results
displayed in Figure 66 show less than 1 mm depth of focus, which is significantly larger
than that of the state-of-the-art 1.35 NA projection lithography system at around 100 nm.
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Figure 65. SEM snapshots showing pattern imaging quality degradation as a function of dose. Experiments
carried out on static EWL system with NA=1.3.

Figure 66. Simulated and experimental verifications of image quality degradation as a function of imaging
plane defocus. Experiments carried out on static EWL system with NA=1.3.

5.2.4 Gap height
Theoretical derivation in Chapter 3 shows the exposure dose dependence on gap
height. In another words, gap height variation changes the amount of tunneling photons
but should have no obvious effects on image quality except the nanometer scale defocus.
As shown in the previous section, the amount of defocus that can be tolerated by our
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system is significantly larger than projection systems, and it is expected that the contrast
degradation would be minimal through the less than 100 nm depth of focus. This is
experimentally confirmed and results are shown in Figure 67. No significant image
quality difference is observed at different gap heights at the best dose condition. It should
be also noted that since sub-100 nm gap height significantly changes dose-to-size,
variations in gap height during exposure could potentially affect the image log slope and
contribute to CD variation and LER.

Figure 67. SEM snapshots of 1:1 line-space grating taken at different gap heights. Experiments carried out
on static EWL system with NA=1.3.

5.3 Gapping and imaging with fused silica prism and sapphire prism
5.3.1 Static gap gauging
After the imaging system was mounted and aligned, the static gap signal was read
out through the control software. Figure 68 shows the real time gap signal with optimized
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controller at various gap targets. The controller, as mentioned in previous chapter, needs
to be fine-tuned by the auto-tuning program to yield a stable process. Figure 69 shows the
characteristics of different gap control scenarios at 100 nm gap target. The green data line
(B) shows the gap signal without any feedback control. The noise level is measured to be
around 4.02 nm. This noise is due to the environmental vibration and internal laser
fluctuation. With the controller switched on but unoptimized, the gap signal shows
different characteristics and could potentially deteriorate. The blue data line (D) shows
the gap signal with a faster than normal PID control. This control scheme tends to have a
large P value (over-compensate the present error) but then overshoots the target and
oscillates. The yellow line (A) represents a slower controller where the feedback reaction
is slow and fails to capture the process variation. The red line (C) shows an optimized
controller with gap target set at 100 nm. The noise level is measured to be 1.38 nm in this
case. It is noted that the optimum controller configuration is different at each gap target.
Therefore, the controller needs to be tuned when it is switched to a new gap target.

Figure 68. Static gapping results with optimized controller at various gap heights.
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Figure 69. Static gapping results showing gap heights variation in various control scenarios.

To validate the static gap control module, the gap target is modified during gap
servo operation. Figure 70 shows two scenarios when gap target is switched from 200 nm
to 100 nm, and from 100 nm to 200 nm. The results show responsive gap switching, but
notice that the new gap target exhibits larger noise level. This is because the gap control
has only been optimized for the initial gap target.

Figure 70. Static gapping results showing gap heights change when the gap target is adjusted in the control
software.
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5.3.2 Dynamic gap gauging
Dynamic gapping is made possible through gap control and manual actuation of
the linear mechanic-bearings motor-driven stage. The stage travels in both X and Y
directions, and has 10 nm resolution with various speed settings. The dynamic gap
control process was performed as follows: While the wafer stage locked, the EWL head
was first pulled-in to sub-200 nm gap region, followed by gap servo activation with a set
gap target. The PID auto-tune module was then switched on to set the individual P, I, and
D coefficients for the static gapping condition. The linear wafer stage was then actuated
with an initial scan speed set at 1 µm/sec to avoid catastrophic prism collision. PID autotune was performed again to learn the scanning gap condition. After acquiring optimized
PID coefficients, the EWL head now scans over the wafer stage at targeted gap height.
Figure 71 shows the real time scanning gapping signal with optimized controller at
various gap targets.

Figure 71. Dynamic gapping with optimized controller at various gap heights. Scan speed =1 µm/sec.

To compare gapping performance at both static and scanning conditions, Figure
72 and Figure 73 show the static vs. scanning gapping signal with optimized controller at
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100 nm and 50 nm gap targets, respectively. It is shown that at 100 nm gap target,
dynamic gapping has slightly larger noise 4.64 nm compared to static gapping noise 1.38
nm. At 50 nm gap target, the gap noise difference becomes smaller, 1.23 nm in static
gapping vs. 3.14 nm in dynamic gapping. The higher dynamic gapping noise is expected
as the more gap disturbances such as stage vibration, wafer roughness and dust are
present when scanning. However, both static and dynamic gapping gap noises are within
tolerance level for dose control purpose. For the experimental conditions simulated, 4.64
nm gap noise corresponds to 0.6% dose fluctuation while 1.23 nm gap noise results in
less than 0.2% dose fluctuation.

Figure 72. Comparative study on static vs. scanning gapping results with gap target set at 100 nm.
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Figure 73. Comparative study on static vs. scanning gapping results with gap target set at 50 nm.

Experiments were performed to further confirm gap control by switching the
wafer stage movement on and off, shown in Figure 74. The gap controller was optimized
for static gapping condition at 80 nm. Scan speed was set at 1 µm/sec. Stage movement
was switched on and off every 150 seconds. It is shown that dynamic gapping has 7.32
nm gap noise compared to static gapping noise at 1.45 nm. The larger dynamic gapping
noise is partially due to unoptimized PID controller as well as more gap disturbances.

Figure 74. Plotted gap heights fluctuation when the wafer stage switches between stationary and scanning.
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Compared to industrial scanner, the scan speeds used in our experiments are
multiple orders of magnitude slower [154]. However, there is no fundamental showstopper in terms of achieving high scan speed in the scanning EWL system. The primary
limitation in the proto-typed system is the slow sampling rate (at 25 Hz) of the
photodetector and the power meter used. Increasing the scan rate at slow sampling
frequency may omit critical topography points on the wafer surface and create collision
and scratches to prism surface. By adopting high bandwidth high precision optical
detection systems, it is possible to achieve scan rate much higher than the 1 µm/sec scan
speed used in most of our experiments. Figure 75 shows the gapping signal with multiple
scan speeds. It is observed that higher scan speeds have higher gap noise, which is an
indication that the gap controller becomes less responsive due to the lack of gap
sampling.

Figure 75. Dynamic gapping with different scan rate.

5.3.3 Imaging results
Imaging was carried out in the approach described in the section 4.2.5, after
tuning and confirming static and scanning gap control. The wafer stage was held
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stationary while the image field was exposed. After the exposure, the wafer scans in the
linear direction at constant sub-100 nm gap to another isolated location to carry out the
next exposure. The gap control system is always active during exposures and scanning.

Figure 76. SEM snapshots of 1.35 NA line-and-space patterns imaged with stepping EWL using fused
silica prism.

Standard resist processing is used in the experiment, as described in Chapter 3.
40-70 nm JSR ARX2928JN-7 methacrylate-based resist were spin-coated on top of
appropriate thickness Brewer ARC29A-8 BARC or AZ Krf-17B-100 BARC, depending
on the NA (pattern pitch) the samples were imaged at. Initial imaging results with fused
silica prism showed significant contrast degradation and was contributed to poor
alignment in the interferometer. A micrometer rotation stage was added to the head
mount to allow for better alignment. The improved imaging results are shown in Figure
76. In addition, some image fields exhibit local non-uniformity as shown in Figure 77.
This is due to the local gap variation (imperfections from the prism itself) underneath the
prism. Improvement needs to be carried out to produce prism with super-flat 50 µm wide
tip.
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Figure 77. SEM snapshot of a non-uniform image field. 1.35 NA line-and-space patterns were imaged with
stepping EWL using fused silica prism. Field non-uniformity is caused by local gap variations.

Similarly, imaging with sapphire prism produced comparable results at 1.2 NA, as
shown in Figure 78. Ideally, sapphire prism is capable of up to 1.9 NA resolution, but the
process window at such NA is much limited. Optical alignment becomes critical. SEM
becomes extremely challenging considering the field width is on the order of 200 µm and
lack of focus reference.
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Figure 78. Left: photograph of an exposed silicon wafer sample. The bright line indicates the image field
exposed with 1.2 NA stepping EWL using sapphire prism; Right: SEM snapshot of the image field.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, the concept of evanescent wave lithography (EWL) and scanning
EWL has been developed, explored, and presented. In order to meet the fast scaling pace
in semiconductor IC manufacturing, innovative lithography technologies are demanded to
print high resolution circuit features cost-effectively. Conventional optical lithography
fails to scale beyond 32 nm due to lack of high index materials, and is being
complemented and replaced by non-optical approaches surveyed in Chapter 1. While it is
still early to predict the definitive technology for advanced lithography nodes, a hybrid
patterning solution comprised of multiple lithography techniques is likely to prevail.
While conventional optical lithography will continue to print less demanding lithography
layers, it will transform to a supporting role in the advanced lithography nodes. Design
rule evolution is another important observation in the transition to non-optical
lithography regime. 2D structures are becoming increasingly difficult to print beyond 22
nm, forcing circuit layout designers to adopt 1D gridded design rules. This opens up
opportunities for previously overlooked interference lithography which prints high
contrast regular line-space grating structures.
Interference lithography operates on interfering two or more mutually coherent
beams. While it is possible to build an EUV interference lithography system, the
discussion in this thesis has been focused on 193 nm optical interference lithography. IL
imaging theory and the study of its scalability to sub-22 nm nodes with NGLs was
presented in Chapter 2. With the advent of regular design rules, IL becomes an attractive
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candidate to pattern ultra-dense line-space grating templates. IL based on state-of-the-art
1.35 NA immersion lithography platforms allows patterning down to 37 nm half-pitch
and is extendable to 22 nm with pitch division techniques such as double patterning
lithography or directed self-assembly lithography. Several key IL challenges towards
integration, namely manufacturability, field size, and resolution were introduced. This
thesis research looks to address the challenges associated with IL resolution and field
size.
IL would need to be capable of imaging NA >1.35 to meet its resolution
requirement. A novel optical lithography approach called evanescent wave lithography
was developed. Compatible with IL imaging platforms, EWL relies on the near field
perturbation of evanescent fields to extract and re-propagate the high NA imaging
components. The theoretical evaluation of EWL and static imaging results were presented
in Chapter 3 which allows for imaging down to 26 nm using 193 nm two-beam IL
together with evanescent wave optical effects at the imaging plane. The physical
limitations of imaging imposed by the refractive indices of the materials were surpassed
through the interference of evanescent waves at near fields. A special situation where
imaging at a system numerical aperture above the resist refractive index was discussed
which requires re-defining effective refractive indices for Snell‟s law on absorbing
media. Lithography results were shown using image media including air, water, and a
high refractive index fluid together with a systematic gauge control to determine the
nanometer scale gap requirements and tolerances to achieve adequate image contrast into
the resist. It is established that gap depths in the sub-100 nm regime to be sufficient for
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acceptable throughput. Using this static EWL platform, multiple next-generation high
index inorganic resists have been developed and evaluated.
Building on the successful static EWL imaging results, a prototype dynamic
scanning system capable of full field imaging was devised in Chapter 4, along with
various system design concepts and considerations. A scanning EWL imaging head was
designed and fabricated with a two-stage gap control system including a DC noise
canceling carrying air-bearing pad that scans at a constant air gap with regulated air
pressure, and a AC noise canceling piezoelectric transducer with real-time closed-loop
feedback from gap detection. Specific design tasks including gap detection, prism design
and alignment, servo control and software integration, feedback actuation and scanning
have been accomplished to achieve sub-100 nm gapping and imaging up to 1.4 NA with
fused silica optical element and 1.8 NA with sapphire.
To validate the design concepts, the prototyped scanning EWL imaging head was
integrated into the Amphibian two-beam interference platform, detailed in Chapter 5.
Experimental results showed successful gap gauging at sub-100 nm with gap noise rootmean-square around 2.3 nm in static gapping and 3.5 nm in linear scanning gapping.
Imaging results were obtained with both prisms in a step-and-scan imaging mode due to
stage limitation. Image contrast degradations observed in early samples were resolved by
thoroughly studying system alignment, environmental vibration sources and process
conditions. The final gapping and imaging results confirmed the promise of scanning
EWL to extend optical lithography to sub-22 nm generations.
This work is significant in that it is the first study to systematically investigate
evanescent wave lithography on an IL platform for sub-22 nm lithography nodes. Further,
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while there are studies to date to demonstrate EWL or solid immersion lithography at UV
wavelengths, this work has demonstrated record resolution of 26 nm with single
patterning optical lithography means at 193 nm. The systematic gap detection and
gauging method used in both static and scanning EWL has been novel to the lithography
field. The static EWL apparatus has also been used extensively to develop new resists
and immersion fluids. This work is the first study of extending evanescent wave
lithography into full-field dynamic scanning system. Many design concepts developed in
this system are unique in lithography systems such as near-field gap detection, prism
design and head design. The successful sub-100 nm gapping and imaging results
confirmed the potential to keep investigating near-field lithography approaches. Finally
in the big picture, this work proposes a novel scanning EWL+ IL as a template patterning
technique in the scope of next generation lithography. The use of a regular patterning
template with additive lithography steps to re-work the circuitry is also novel in advanced
lithography research.
The results of this dissertation points to several interesting directions for future
work. From the imaging head design perspective, the prototype system suffers three
major drawbacks: monitor laser alignment, prism leveling and complicated imaging head
assembly procedure. With the use of prism as the final optical element, the incident
imaging beam and monitor beam comes in at an oblique angle. The direct consequence of
this off-axis design is that different portions of the monitor laser beam hits the prism flat
surface as it moves up and down. Since the flat has a width of only 50 µm, intensity
variation across the cross-section area of the beam results in additional gap signal
variation. This puts a strict requirement on monitor beam uniformity. A potential solution
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is to replace the prism with a half-ball or lens to enable on-axis illumination and
detection. However, manufacturing of hyper-NA imaging quality sapphire half-ball or
lens may prove to be difficult.
Lack of multi-point alignment technique in the system resulted in a non-ideal
empirical expose-and-align method. The leveling of the prism with reference to the
ground is not guaranteed in the system. This causes wearing of the prism and nonuniform image field. Adding additional piezoelectric transducers and leveling monitor
laser on the periphery of the image head would allow for precision leveling.
Alternatively, by adopting a flexure or vacuum design that forces the imaging prism to
self-conform to wafer surface is another way to achieve leveling.
The imaging head assembly procedure described in Figure 43 needs to be
improved. To realize the actuation function of the piezoelectric transducer, the transducer
needs to be loaded. This was achieved in the system by locking in the transducer with a
precision machined spacer, which was first made at a machine shop and then grind onsite
iteratively to match the required spacing. By adopting a “one-body” design where the two
ends of the transducer are attached to the same component would avoid the abovementioned complication.
From the hardware respective, a couple of upgrades can be used to allow for
better system performance. Firstly, faster optical power meter and higher piezoelectric
amplifier drive current would allow for faster frequency response of the gap detection.
This would allow for faster stage scanning motion. Secondly, the prisms used in the
imaging head are not defect free, which is related to the prism grinding process. The wet
grinding solution has particles of size comparable to that of the flat, leading to scratches.
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A technique that produces higher quality, defect-free prism with 50 µm flat surface is
needed to ensure uniform image field.
To fully utilize the merits of the scanning EWL, the system needs to realize
dynamic scanning function, which requires nanometer precision stage, coupled of with
phase locking optics and controller. Such systems have already been realized on larger
dimensions (200 nm grating) scanning beam interference imaging tools. The challenge
however remains to scale the control precision to ~20nm resolution. Lastly, it is the
ultimate goal of scanning EWL to employ a fluid bearing design to enable fluid gap.
Adding fluid to the gap will not only relax the gapping requirement, but also allow for
higher NA imaging and efficient photon tunneling. However, the abnormal fluid-resist
interaction observed in static EWL experiments need to be understood before the
investigation.
In summary, the evanescent wave lithography systems developed in this thesis
prove to be capable of ultra-high NA optical imaging despite material limitations. The
static EWL apparatus has experimentally demonstrated high contrast 1:1 line-space
grating structure with resolution down to 26 nm. The prototyped scanning EWL system
validated the design concepts and demonstrated sub-100 nm gapping and step-and-scan
imaging. While dynamic scanning is limited by stage precision, this work represent the
important milestone of the demonstration of near-field scanning optical lithography and
its potential for subsequent development.
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